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By E. Struve
,.

,’
The report presents a method for the computation of

-.

axial fan characteristics ● The method i.s based on the
assumption that the law of constancy of the circulation
along the blade holds, approximately, fur all fan conditions
for which the blade elements operate -at normal angles of
attack (up to the stalling angles). Pressure head coeffi-
cient Ka and power coefficient Ku for tb.e force compo-
nents in the axial ancl tangential directions, respectively,
and analogous to the lift and drag coefficicrts

CY and
Cx are conveniently ill.trod.uc’ecl.Comparisoil of the ex-
pressions

with the expression

e =(X+(3

‘enables the determin>.tion of all mt~gnitudes chiira,cterizing
the blsde element performance ~.nd the performance of the
fan as a, whole, the value of Cu being given.

The report cr.n tie divided into five pnrts:

1. Exposition of the bl;,d+ elerncnt theory based. on
thz general lnws of mechanics and on the fuil~amental coeffi-
-cients of experimental aerodynamics, respectively.

2. Discussion of the physical basis of t!?e phenomena
in fan operation ;.nd Generalization to different operating
conditions. ‘.,

‘Report NCJ. 295, of the Central Aero-i$ydrodynamical Insti-
tute, Moscow, 1937.
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3. Explanation of the new modification of axial fan
computation, whereby use is made of the pressure and power
coefficients.

,;
4. Method of determination of axial fan performance.

5. Comparison of theoretical with experimental results
and discussion of several conclusions drawn therefrom.

Comparison with experiment shows chat the method pre-
sented permits construction of that portion of the axial fan
characteristic lying within the range of maximum efficiency
with an acc”uracy sufficient for ‘practical purposes. There
is brought out the need for further detailed study of an
airfoil situated in “a flow having a rotational component
and of the mutual, interference of the hades of a cascade
in order to obtain further accuracy in the method described
In this connection a method is outlined for obtaining the
aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil from the fan
characteristics. An approximate method for plotting the fan
characteristics, that does not involve much computation work
and may be used for tentative computation, is also presented.

I. BLADX ELEMENT THIIOIIY OF AN AXIAL FAN

1. General Considerations

The blade element theory is based on the assumption
that each element works iildependently of its neighboring
elements with the reservation, however, that this independe-
nce is possible, provided that certain conditions are observed.
We shall see below, in considering the physical basis of axial
fan operation, that the work of the individual blade elements
is associated with general laws, , the most important of which
is that of the constancy of the circulation for all elements.

For this reason, in speaking here of the independent action
of the individua-l elements, we understand the following.
The aerodynamic forces arising at a given element are entirely
determined by the direction and magnitude of the’ flow velocity
at the element, these forces being assum,ed identical withthe
forces arising at awing element (with the same profile), hav-
ing an infinite span and situated in a plane parallel flow.
On this assumption is based the possibility in the fan com-
putation of making use of the aerodynamic airfoil character-
istics obtained in wind tunnel tests.

The above-mentioned possibility,of considering the blade
elements as working independently of each other enables us to
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determine the discharge Qelv pressure head developed

Hel and f&qwire’d power Nel of each element..

{“
In analyzing the work of each,blade element we shall

make use of the generally familiar method of considering a
cascade of blades. The mean cylindrical surface defining
a blade element* is developed into a plane, the flow i>attern
remaining unchanged. The sections of the fan blades, which
actually lie on a cylindrical surface, will then lie success-
ively in a plane.

Tigure 2 shows the construction of a blade cascade
for various radii and clearly brings out the increase in
blade thickness and blade angle with decrea,siil; distance
from the hub, as is typical of the characteristic of the
CAHI type fan. The velocity vector diagrams are also given,
the letter w denoting the v~locity relative to the given
blade section, u the peripheral velocity, and c the
absolute velocity.

Figure 3 shows an example of the flo’r through a blade
cascade. We may note the following characteristics

1. In passing through the cascade the lines of flow are
deformed amd become strai~ht a~ain only at a certain distance
behind the cascade,

2. Ahead of the cascade the lines of flow, are not curved
since there are no forces which could “i)riilg.about their curva-
ture. In other words the direction of the absolute velocity
at Lhe inlet to the blade cascade coincides with the axial
direction so that c = Ca.

30 By the action of the blade cascade the flow behind
the latter deviates from the direction it had at the entrance,
As a result the direction of the absolute velocity behind the
cascade cannot coincide with the axial direction and a rota-
tional component of the absolute velocity api>ears, the so-
called velocity of twist cu. We may also ilote that the de-
viation of the flow behind the cascade results also in a
decreasein the magnitude of the r.l:itive flow Velocity.

*A blade element is .dete.rmined by two bouilding cylindrical
surfaces as shown i-n fig. 1. If the width b of the element
is known, howeveri theil the element is entirely determined by
any cylindrical surface intersecting the element. For this
surface we shall choose the cylindrical surface dividing the
area. swept by the element iilto two equal parts.

— —
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Having noted the flow characteristics through the blade
cascade, we now proceed to the determination of quantitative

relations for the blade element. These relations may be
found by two methods:

1. By the general theory of mechanics;

2. By the basic experimental aerodynamic coefficients

Cy and Cx characterizing the give’n airfoil section.

2. Computation of Blade Element from

General Mechanical Theory

The blade element of a fan is computed by considering
the relative flow and applying the general theorems of
mechanics, in particular the equation of Bernoulli, all of
which are assumed as proven.

In considerin~ the question of the origin of aerodynamic
forces on the blade cascade, the answar will be found by re-
calling the above-enumerated properties of the flow through
the cascade. The aerodynamic forces on the blades arise as
a result of the change i.n momentum of the flow through the
cascade (relative velocity decreases) simultaneously with
the change in pressure (a drop in the relative velocity is
followed, according to the Bernoulli equation, by an increase
in pressure). We may note that if in an analogous maniler we
consider the absolute velocity tJe would observe that the
moment imparted to the element produces a change in the flow
momentum and simultaneously a rise in the pressure.

Applying the momentum equation* and the equation of
Bernoulli we may establish the quantitative relations hold-
ing for each blade element. We make only the following
reservation: namely, that the friction is neglected in de-

..
riving these relations. The effect of friction is relatively
small and we shall take account of it by introducing special
corrections. (These relations are derived from Prandtl.)

In the flow region about the blades let us consider the
zone of action of one blade (fig. 4). The boundaries of this

*The law which ~Je have in mind states: the change in momentum
of the mass flOVJing through per second is equal to the resultan
of all applied forces.
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-zone will serve as, control surface for the application of
r,. r ‘the above-mentioned -the~re.ms o-f.mechanics. The boundaries

evidently can be taken as lines of flow aild straight lines
i,/ parallel to the direction of the peripheral velocity; thes~

I
lines will be taken far enough removed from the cascade tiJfit
the lines of flow may be considered parallel. There is no

obvious flow across the zone boundaries constituted by t~le
lines of flow, as the pressures at the corresponding points
of these boundaries are equal, so that these boundaries may
be excluded from consideration.

It thus remains to consider the change in momentum
per second of the mass flowing across the boundaries of the
control zone parallel to the direction of motion of the cas-
cade. Since we are interested in the projections of the
aerodynamic forces along the tangential and a,xial directions,
respectively, we shall consider the cflange i.1 momentum in

these directions. In the axial direction there is obviously

no change in momentum’ in passinq through the casc,ade, since

the axial velocity of til~ air throur,il the cascads dots not

vary, because of the co.lstant discharge through the cascade.
There thus remains to consider the change in momentum in

the tangential direction.

The momentum at the efitrance is eqtial to the product
~ of the velocity u by @Qsec where is the’ volume

s~$~?ituting for QsecSof air flowing through per second.

the product of the axial velocity by the cro:js-szctional area
perpendicular to the axial direction, we obtain for the
momentum, at the entrance, the expression

(1)

where u is the peripheral (or tari:eiltis,l) velocity,
Ca

the axial velocity, p the deilsity Of air, 2rrr/i the
distance between the bl:ades of the cascad~, SillCf3 r is the
radius of the cross section considered, <and i
blades; dr

the number of
is the width of the blr,de slement and hence the

thickness of the flowing layer of the m..clii>m. At the exit
of the cascade it is necessary, in the expression for the
momentum, to substitute tlie differsiic~ betveen the peripheral
velocity~and the component of th~ :’.bsolutc velocity c along
this direction, th~t is, the vblocity of fl~w rotation
Hence the momentum at tile

cu.
exit is equal to thq product
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(2)

The increase in the momentum in the direction considered
is equal to the force denoted in figure 5 by X. For the
latter we thus obtain the expression

x ~“dr -
2Trr

‘ucaP (U- Cu)’ CaP~ dr

which simplifies to

x= 2-rrrcu
p cadr

i
(3)

The quantity 2nrcu/ i is the circulation* ri about one

blade of the cascade. This can readily be seen ,if the circu-
lation is taken around the contour formed by the boundaries
of the control zone, The parts of the contour which are
constituted by the lines of flow may be excluded from con-
sideration since the velocities at corresponding points are
equal and the circulation abmt these lines are equal in
magnitude and opposite in direction. The circulation along
the remaining parallel lines will be equal to

2mr<
I’i=u - (U.. cu) *“ = 2 n rcu

i i
(4)

The above equation brings out the physical meailing of

circulation; namely, that it is a measure of the rotation
of the flow behind a blade element.

Making use of the concept of circulation the formula
for the force X may be written as

X = pricadr (5)

We shall now proceed to the determination of the other
componen-t of the resultant force at the blade; namely, the
force Y directed along the axis. As we have seen, the
momentum ahead of and, behind the cascade remains constant

*The circulation is the limit of the sum of elements vdt
where dl is the length of an element along which the velocity
v may be considered constant.
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~ in the axia,l direction, The force Y is therefore given
u--- a
\ -“by the difference .in..pressures..ahead of and behind the cas-

I
cade. Applying the equation of Bernoulli the following

I

equation may be written for the total pressures at the corre-,/
spending points:

2 W22
P1+P~ = p2 + p—

2 2
(6)

The difference in pressures ahead of and behind the
cascade gives the pressure head produced by an element.

He 1 = g (W12.-W22) (7)

Substituting for w12 and 21r2 . iti the above formula,
their values from the velocity dia~;r~ms at the inlet and
outlet, we obtain

H =:[U2 -1-c 2 - (U-cu)z - Caz]
el a,

or

H
el

= p Cu (u - cu/2) (8)

From the pressure head ‘el the force Y can readily
be found by multiplying by the area 2nrd?/i over which the
pressure acts. We thus “obtain

2mrdr
Y=p (

cu,\

i
Cu

L“ - 7)

or, substituting the expression for the circulation,

Y= ( \
pri U-a dr

2)

(9)

(lo)

Formulas (5) and (10), l,JhiCh give the relation between
the velocity components of the flow and the aerodynamic force
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components, permit us to establish als;o “the quantitative
relation between the resultant velocity- wr 9 the resultant

force and ‘also the direction of the latter. In formulas
(5) andp~lO) there enter the axial velocity Ca and the tan-

gential component u - cu/2. It is, therefore, natural to
consider, as is shown in figure 6, the rectangle formed by
these velocities and the rectangle of the forces X and Y.
superposing for conv-enience the application point of the
forces on the point from which the velocity components are
drawn. These rectangles are similar since the proportion-
ality of the sides follow from formulas. (5) and (10), the
corresponding sides being X and Ca and u = cu/2, 3?rom

the similarity of the rectangles it may be shown that the
diagonals are mutually perpendicular and have the same coeffi-
cient of proportionality so -that

P= p I’iwm dr ~ (11)

r’

The velocity Wr characterises the direction of the
approach of the flow toward the blades of the cascade. The
angle formed by this velocitj’ with the direction of the pe+
ripheral velocity is, therefore, denoted as the effective
pitch angle ~. Since the force P is perpendicular to the
direction of the flow,we may denote it as the lift force.
The relation (11) may now be formulated as follows: The
lift force at a blade of the cascade is perpendicular to the
relativz velocity ,Wr and is numerically equal to the pro-
duct of the air density p, the circulation ri about the

blade, the relative velocity wr. and the width dr of the
blade element. The well-known Joukovsky theorem on the air-
foil lift has been applied here.

We shall complete our review of the performance of the
blade element by determining the p~wer that is necessary to
impart to the element in order t~ obtain from it the required
pressure head for a given volume ~f air delivered. The power,
as is kilown, is obtained lIy taking tile product of the acting
force by the velocity of displacement of the point of appli-

cation. of the force. In our case, evidently, it is necess-
ary to take the product of the force of magnitude X which
‘defines the resistance to the motion of the blade element by
the velocity of motion of the element u = rti. Denoting the
required power by Itel and making use of expression (3),we
obtain
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2Trrcu
I?el = ~ p-~adr u (12)

where the magnitude 2nrdr/ i represents, a,s is clearly
seen from figure 4, the cross-sectional area of the flow,
limited by the action zone of one blade of the cascade;
.%rrdr being the area of a ring of width dr (fig, 1)
through which the flow at the given section passes and
2nrdr/i the portion of Lhe ring area corresponding to one
blade. Hence the product of this portion of the ring area
by the axial velocity gives the volume of air flowing through
per second

2mr dr
Qi = i ca (13)

Substituting the value of Qi in exprcssioil (1.2) the latter
may be written in the following final form

*C1 = p QiC,~U (14)

The same formula might have been arrived at in another
manner, by making use of the theorcm on the moment of momentum
and determining the power as the product of t!lis moment by
the angular velocity @ :

.Nel = Mel (J.1 (15)

To compute the moment Melt we form an expression for
the ,increase in, momentum in the tangential direction. This
increase will be equal to the product to the” mass pQi bY
the velocity of twist Cu; hence

Nel = P Qicur ~ = P Qicuu

(16)

that is, the same as expression (14),
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Finally the power developed by a blade element may be
determined as the product of the maximum theoretical pres-
sure head ‘th

by the discharge per second Qi

N el = Hth Qi

Comparing the above with expression (14),we obtain

‘t h
= p (3UU

(l?)

(18)

We may note that this expression for the maximum
theoretical pressure head also arrived at by application
of the Euler theorem which, as is known, is of general
application.

We have seen, however, that the pressure produced by
a blade element is .

‘cl=’c’+%) (8)

thus it is evident that the pressure produced by an element
of the fan blade is less than the maximum possible theoretical
pressure. The question aaturally arises as to what causes
this loss in pressure and whether the loss is recoverable.
The answer to this question lies at the very basis of the
phenomenon. The imparting of power from the fan to the air
and, as a consequence, the production of pressure is impos-
sible, as we have seen, without the introduction of a twist
COmpOnent of the absolute ve,locity at the exit of -the ‘blade
cascade, which component we denoted by CU* ‘The magnitude
of the pressure head loss A Ht is obtained from the dif-
ference

AH rot = ‘th - H = p Cuu
-Pcu(u-?)

and is equal to
.

2
CuAHrOt = p,—
‘2

(19)

—.—,,..,, ■✎ ✌✌✌✌✎✎✌ ——-n m- ■ -mm- Inn 11 lM 1111 Ill I Ill II
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~ Ilquation (19) brings out ‘the physical meaning of the 10SS,/,

1

1! “-
I under consideration -and shows that this loss is recoverable.

t The proce~k of producing a pressure difference in ,th-e blade
cascade is accompanied by the formation of a potential pres-

i
[1 sure source in the form of a dynamic pressure head P%.12/~

I‘; correspondiilg to the- twist component. By arranging blades
~~

1

of special construction (guide vanes), behind the cascade,
it is possible, in general, to reconvert the dynamic head

,) of the rotational component into a useful head.
1, In the
;I, case of absence of such vanes not all the power imparted to
I the fan is converted into useful power, There then arises

the need for introducing the efficiency of the twist
be obtaiile~t~sThe expression for the,,twist efficiency may

follows,. In the presence of tw,ist the prescllre’ produced by
an element of the blade, as we have found. before, is equal
to

F = pcu (+
The maximum theoretically possible pressure is equal to

‘th = ? Cuu

(8)

(18)

The efficiency is naturally equal to the ratio between
the two

( -Jcpcuu-
2)

-fit=
pcuu

which reduces to

I Cu
u-—-

2
nt =,? “(20)

u

which enters into the ~eneral formula for the efficiency of
a blade element.

With this we may conclude the review of the relations
which we have derived from general mechanical theory for the
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computation of a blade elementc we may remark again that
all of these relations have been derived with the effect of
friction neglected. We shall return to the question of the
effect of friction in paragraph 4.

3. Computation of the Fan Blade Element with the Aid of

the Coefficients of Experimental Aerodynamics

In moving through a viscous liquid the blade experi-

ences a drag as well as a lift force. Thus , as shown in
figure 7, the resultant of the aerodynamic forces deviates
somewhat from the direction perpendicular to that of the
velocity of approach, Experimental aerodynamics provides,
as is known, methods for experimentally determining the
forces arisinq at the wing, the resultant force R not
being directly, but indirectly, determined by its lift and
drag components, T? and L, respectively.

In order to be able to compure the aerodynamic forces
for wings of various shapes and dimensions, experimental
aerodynamics makes use of nondimensional coefficients; namely,
the lift and drag coefficients

CY
and Cx. We may note

here that these coefficier,ts are differently denoted in the
literature of the different sources. To avoid confusion we
shall denote the coefficients defined by the new method. by
cxnew and Cynew, respectively. The formulas for passing

from one notation to the other are

c
cy nzw

Y= 200

c
Cx = x new

200

(21)

(22)

By means of the coaffi.cients Cx aild CY the force

components arising at the wing in the directioil of approach
and at right angles to it 6an be computed. The drag and
lift forces are, respectively

L= Cx pw’ bl (23)
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P = Cy pw2bl-. . (.24)

where 1 is the span and b the chord of the wing.

We see, however, that for the purpose of computing
the axial fan it is not these two components but rather
the components in the tangential and axial directions that
are of interest. It is natural to define nondimensional
coefficients analogous to the lift and drag coefficients by
means of which the components of the force along these
directions for a given profile for a,ny dimension and at any
angle of attack can be found. We have denoted the coeffi-
cient by which the axial component is obtained as the pres-
sure head coefficient Ka, and the coefficieilt by which
the rotational component is obtainzd as thz power coeffi-
cient Ku. Since the coefficients Cy, Cx, Ka and Ku

are proportional to the corresponding forces P, L, RH
and RN we may find the relations between these coeffi-
cients by considering the projcctiotls of the forces in the
axial and t“a,ngential directions acd denoting the corres-
ponding coefficients by the subscripts a and u, respect-
ively. Considering: figure 8 and remembering that ‘the pro-
jection of the resultant is ~qunl to the algebraic sum of
the projections of the components and dropping the magni-
tude pwzb 1 entering as a common factor in all expressions,
we may write at once

Ka= C - C
Ya ‘a

Rom~mbering thmt#-BOC /and _DOI!l
~.ngls $ we obtain

Cya, = cY Cos p

Cx = Cx sin ,B
a

and hence the pressure heacl coefficient

are equal to the

(25)

.,
,,,! .-,-,,.. !.!!! lm.11 II ,, ,,
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By analogous considerations we determine the power
coefficient K. Usiilg the subscrii~t u to denote the
‘projection in ~he tangential direction we find

Ku = Cy + Cx
.-ii u

KU=C sin @ + C= cos @
Y

(26)

The values of Ka and Ku ‘ evide.ltly depend on two factors:

. , the anglt’ ofna”rnelv t?ttack and. the effective ,pitch angle.
Since l~rehave seen that the effective pitch angle for an
axial fan varies ,ve”ry much with the radius of “the element
considered it is of advailtage$ before proccsdiag to the
computation, to construct graphs of the pressure and power
coefficients for the required rango of angles. Such grnphs
are given in appendix I for tha three basic profile sections
used in the construction of the axial fans of the CAHI type.
These profiles a,re the following:

1. A seriss of English propeller profiles of various
thickness suit<d for cast metal construction or for hollow
blmdes fastened or welded of two halves with inside re-
inforciilg rod

?,0 Metal curved blades suitable for sheet metal con-
struction;

3. Symmetrical profile suitable for reversible fans

In order not to ancumber the text unduly we present
a sample graph of the Ka and Ku coefficients for the ._
English propeller profile section of relative thickness 6,
that is, ratio of maximum thicknessto profile chord equal
to 0.1. The K

“?
and Ku curves given in figures 9 and 10

represent a faml y of curves analogous to the lift curves.
The curves are plotted against the angle of attack u with
the pitch angle @ as parameter.

In analogy with the efficiency of an airfoil Cyl%
the ratio Ka/ Ku may be denoted as the efficiency of a fan

blade element. It should be noted, however, that the fan
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blade-efficiency does not completely characterize the
economy of the ,fia.n.and enters, .as we shall set? below, as
one of the factors of the so-called profile efficiency
of the fan.. The ratio Ka/Ku is a measure rather of the

‘pressure developable by a fan blade. Tigure 11 gives a
family of curves V= K~Ku of a blade element as a function

of the angle of attack for the same English propeller pro-
file section with relative thic~ness - T= 0.1. “

. . ...
With the aid of the coefficients .K~ and Ku the

pressure and power of a blade elemant.a.f the fan are read-
ily determined. The thrust of a blade element or the
reaction force equal in magnitu~e and opposite in direction
is expressed by the product Ka pwm2b dr ,, where b is

thz chord of the blads element, dr its widt;~. Dividing
this product by the arcsa of the ring over which the element
acts, equal to 2rrrdr, we obtain the pressure produced by
the element

(27)

Similary the fores resisting the rotation of the element is
given by the product

KUP Wma b dr

and the corresponding rotational moment by

~
Kup WM2 b r d.rI

~

I Hence the power, which it is nzccssary to supply to rotate
!1
) the element, is equal to

I
,M . ‘.\

~e~ =K uPwm 2rWdr

where W denotes the angular velocity of the element.
Remembering that r~ is equal to u - the peripheral
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velociiy of the element - the formula for obtaining the
power of the blade element may be written as follows:

I’?e~ = Ku p Wm2 u b dr (28)

To the pressure and power formulas there should be
added the formula for the discharge” for each blade element.
i?rom the velocity polygon (fig. 2) it is clear that the
axial velocity is

/

(
c u’)

Ca=u -—’tan~
2)

(29)

and hence the discharge

Qe 1 = 2TI r Ca dr = 2TT r
(u -;) ‘an ‘ ‘r ’30)

The introduction of the pressure and power coefficients
Ka and Ku very much simplifies the analysis of the theo-

retical fail efficiency. To obtain this efficiency, we make
use of the well-known ,gencral formula for the fan efficiency

QH
llw=- (31)

.
.

where ~ is expressed in cubic meters par second, H in

millim~t:rs of water or kilogram per square meter, N in
kilogram-meters pcr second. Substituting iil the above
formula the values of the discharge, pressure, and power
for the blade element from relations (27), (28), and (30),
wz obtain

( ‘
2Tr(u.~) tan ~ dr Kap wma2~r

me~ = “

Kupwm2 ubdr
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and simplifying
.c>.,.. ,.–- ., Cu

u “- —
2

Tel =~tanp

u u

1?

(32)

where the ratio (u - cu/2)/u denotes, as we-have seen,

the flow twist efficiency. The expression

maybe denoted as the profile -efficiency of the fan blade
element.

We conclude our consideratic~ of the computation
formulas for the’fan blsde elewsnt thot ws?e obtained with
the aid of the fundarnei~tal experimental coefficients and
proceed to compare these formulas with those obtained on
the basis of the general theorems of mechanics.

4. Comparison of Comput~tion Formulas

for tkz Blade Element

As already pointed out th> fundamental difference
between the formulas obtained from the general theorems
of mechanics and those derived on the basis of experimental
coefficients consists in the fact that in the former, the
factor of friction is not taken into account. The presence
of friction gives rise to additional rotation of the flow
behind the blade element. The ql.13stiOilarises whether it
is -possible to take the effect of friction into account
by simply substituting a larger value for Cu in the form-
ulas derived on the basis of the general theorems of mech-
anics. We shall answer this question in detail for each
of the magnitudes considered; namely, the power, air dis-
charge and pressure.

By the ve~y method of derivation of the formula for
the power it is clear- that such a substitution is entirely
justified. The expression for the power was obtained from
the momentum imparted per second to the rotating flow. It
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is obvious that in this expression for the momentum it is
necessary to substitute a greater value of the rotational
velocity cu which occurs with the presence of friction.

Thus the formula

Nel = P Qicuu (14)

may also be applied in the case of friction. #

It is obvious that the formula for the volume flow “

‘el =(u-?)’an‘ ‘ring (34)

remaias true also for the case of friction since the flow
direction is determined. by the actual value of cu. The
case is otherwise with the ;>ressure head. As in the ideal
case and also in the pres~nce of ~riction the prsssure re-
mains proportional to the product

,Cu(u .;)

In the presence of friction, it is of course, incorrect to
put

‘e 1 ‘p C4U-%’)
siilcc the friction evidently leads to a loss in pressure
head. On account of the above proportionality we may set

.

(35)

It is not difficult to see that the factor Kfr defines
the profile efficiency of the blade element

‘fr = ~pr (36)
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If in the ideal frictionless fluid the same rotational
,.. ‘velooity cu .at a..gisven angle of attack were produced,

as in the case of friction, then for the same discharge
the pressure produced by the fan would be

/.

(
\

H’ = Cu Ipcu”u,-~) ‘

..

.,

Since the values of the discharge and power would be equal
to the values obtained in thp case of friction the profile
‘efficiency of the fan would be given by the ratio of pres-
sures; that is,

-(37)

It is thus clear that Efr = qpr. The formula for the

computation of the pressure may then be written as follows:

(38)

.

.

A somewhat different method for arriving at the cor-
rection for the effect of friction is that given by K.
Ushakov (reference 1.) His method i-s essentially the
following. Assume at our disposal an ideal smooth pro-’
file geometrically identical with the given real profil~
and let the former develop. the sarpe lift which the real.
element would develop. The pressure head Hid developed
by the ideal profile will be somewhat greater than H :
devel~ped by the real airfoil on account of the presence
of friction. Denoting the correction coefficient by ‘pr
we may write

. . Hid = HK ‘
pr

(39)

The magnitude of the rotational component Chid correspond-

ing to the ideal case (and hence also the value of the cir-
culation ‘id) may be found from the relation
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.( )Cu j,d.
“ Hid .pcuidu~~- (40)

. .

With the circulation rid known, the width b of the

element for the real ‘-profile ,section can be readily com-
puted. Comparing the expression for the lift for the ideal

and real profiles we shall have

P= dr ‘ “p rid ‘m ; J

f:

(41)

p= Cy p Wm2 b dr (42)

,,

‘Equating the right sides of the two equations we obtain

r = Cy b Wm
id “

whence

(43)

(44)

It is of interest to compare the two methods of ink

troducing the corrections for the computation of the effect
of friction and to show that both lead tb identical-results.
We shall,make this comparison by analyzing’ the force diagram

for a blade element (fig. 12). For simplicity Ire shall
denote the forces by the coefficients corresponding to them
since, as ‘we have already shown, the ratios of the forces
are proportional to the ratios of the coefficients.

-r

According to the first nethod, that is, assuming that
in the ideal case the same rotational component Cu is
pro”duced as in the case-of friction, we must assume that in
the ideal case the projection of C

yid
in the tangential

direction is
.,

KUid =Ku\ (45)
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This condition can be satisfied only for the case that the ‘-1
s5&ieht” ~B.= ~id.~-. . The segment A13 = Kid will then

evidently correspond to the pressure which would he ob-
tained in the ideal case. The actual pressure, however,
is that determined by the coefficient Ka, Hence the ratio

‘a/Ka id determines the profile efficiency of the fan blade

‘element.

But

or

Thus

Ka id = Ku cot

.,

Ka

K = ‘pra id

~ (fig. 12), hence

(46)

(33)

we have directly arrived at the saine expression for
the profile efficiency of a blade element as would have been
obtained starting from the general formula for the efficiency
of the blade element. ,

According to the ’second method based on the fact that
the effect of the friction is to give rise..to the vector Cx
the efficiency of the blade element is impaired both on
account of the loss in pressure and chiefly on account of the
increase in power. From this point of view tile ideally pos-
sible pressure is given by the magnitude of the segment MN
equal to Cy Cos 13 and the required power for the case of.
absence of friction by the segment ON = Cy sin f3, the pro-
file efficiency then being equal to one. With friction pres-
ent the pressure is determined by the magnitude Ka and the
power by .Ku. Hence, due to the drop in pressure, the cffi-
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ciency varies in the ratio Kx/Cy Cos B,* and due to the
increase in power in the ratio

‘Y
sin ~/Ku. Thus the

profile efficiency, which in the absence of friction is
equal to unity, will in the presence of friction be equal to

Ka ‘Y
sin ~ .

npr = 1 cJr Cos,p Ku

or

% tan ~
‘pr = Ku

(47)

(33)

so that we see that the second method leads to the same
result as the first.

We may note, from a consideration of the forces arising
at the blade element,that a coefficient KCu

can be com-

puted which permits passing from the ideal rotational com-
ponent Cuid to the real component Cu that takes friction

into account. The values of Cu are proportional to the
powers and the latter are proportional to the projections
of the corresponding lift coefficients in the peripheral
direction. With this in mind it is clear that

Cu Ku
— = = IIcu
cu id CY sin ~

(49)

‘*It is not d~fficult to see that the reciprocal of this ratio

is the correction coefficient Kpr. Thus

1 1
‘pr =

K ‘1 - v tan @

‘Y
Cos p

where

(48)

For good profile sections the value of ‘pr differs very
little from unity.
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:1

\

,,
\ Substituting for Ku its value in terms of Oy and Cx,
,1~

~

we have .,.

Ii

1t, CY
sin ~ + Cx cos @

KCu =1, cy— sin p .
,,

‘1

/
whence, denoting ?)y v the reciprocal of the wing effi-
ciency, we obtain

s

Kcu =1+
v

tan @
(50)

With the abo~e, w? conclude our considerations that
take account of the effect of fricti~n on the performance
of the blade element of an axial fnn ,and proceed to con-
sider the physical basis of ti~o f:’n parforrnance as a whole.

II. PHYSICAL 3ASIS OF F.4Y P’ZRFORMAITCE

1. General Observations

Our object, in %he, -present section, is to build up
a model which will provide us with a clear understanding of
the phys”ica~ nature of the phenomena that occur during the
fan operation, neglecting for simplicity certain of their
details. The model will be obtained from a consideration
of the flow pattern at the fan inlet. We shall first, how-
ever, mak,e a few ge:neral observations.

The first of these is in connection Irith the history

~ of the problem. An axial f,an of an improved type was first
constructed under the supervision of N. Joukovskyas far back asI
1913. This fan was designed by the vortex theory developed

by Joukovs’ky. Since that time the dssign of axial fans of

m the CAHI type has not undergone any essential modifications
until recently when certain corrections were introduced in.
the physical considerations by K. ushakOv (cAHI). We shall
foll,ow the latter in our discussion.

The second obs~rvation, is in connection with the fan
+ inlet conditions. One of the fundamental characteristics

—
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of axial fan operation is that-the lines of flo~~ are
parallel to the fan axis at the inlet. When the fan
operates in a cylindrical casing the above condition is
observed only for smooth entrance - with the aid of a
collector at the fan inlet. The following discussion

refers only to fans for which good inlet conditions are
assured. All the tested fans were correspondingly prod
vialed with collectors

A very strong’ effect on the performance of the axial
fan is exerted by the clearance between the wheal and ca’s-
ing. The presence of a clearance leads to a considerable
drop in the pressure produced by a fan. In view of the
fact, however, that up to the present no satisfactory
axial fan theory has been developed that takes clearance
into account the conclusions of the present paper will,
strictly speaking, apply to fans with negligibly small

clearances. Through the introduction, however, of a
correspondiilg empirical coefficient it will be possible
to take into account the loss in pressure and practically
apply the results of the present paper ,to the computation
of the fan characteristics with the clearance between the
wheel and casing taken into account.

2. Flow Tattern at Inlet to Fan

In considering the flow pattern at the inlet and later
at the outlet of the fan We shall be interested in the ve-
locity and pressure distributions. From a consideration
of the flow picture at the inlet to the fan (fig. 2) we find
that l~rhere the fZow is not disturbed by the blades of the
cascade the lines of flov are parallel. The velocity vectors
at a certaiil distance ahead of the fan are parallel to the
fan axis since the”re are no forces that could bring about a
curvature of the ‘lines of flow ahead of the fail. The pres-
ence of the blade cascade, as is shown in figure 3, disturbs
the parallelism of t!le lines of flow only at a very small
distance ahead of the cascade. Ws may thus state the first
physical charact-eristic of the axial fan performance; namely,
that the flow ahead of the fail has no rotation.

On Sigurs 2 ~rc drawn, for all cross-sections under con-
siclerations, the velocity ~arallelograms at the entrance to

the blade cascade. At 8,11 these parallelograms, owing to the
fact that the flow ahead of the fan has no curvature, the
axial components ca of the relative entrance velocities
are the same for all sections. The relative velocities w
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themselves for all blade elements are di$ferent, however,

..g.in,c.etz.q cq.mpoqents of these velocities in,the tangential
direction vary. It is clear from figure 2 that the relative
velocity increases as the blade periphery is approached
because of the increase in the rotational component. This
fact constitutes the second characteristic of the performance
of .an axial fan. Since the flow ahead of the fan is not
curved,the static pressure remains constant for all sections,
which fact constitutes a third characteristic of axial fa,n
performance.

3. I?low Pattern at l?an Outlet

From the consideration of the ~erformance of each blade
element of the axi,al fan we h?ve seen that the transfer of
power from the blade element to the rir is not possible with-
out imparting il rotational cornponant to the air behind the
element. The rotational component C.J for each blade element
is directed along the dircctior. of motion of the cascade and
hence is a vector tangent to the cylindrical surface formed
by a given element ,and simult~neo-~sly ,a tangent in the plane
perpendicular to the fan axis. It is thus clear that the
flow particles behind the fa~ possecs fn addition to a forward
velocity Ca a rotational vc?locity c about the prolonged
axis of the fan. Due to inertia this ?otational component
tends to be maintained indefiriitely aa?L vanishes in a real
fluid only because of the presence of friction, a fact Vrhich
constitutes a fourth characteristic of axial fan operation.

Again, in considering the operation of a blade element,
we have seen that the same blade section used for the con-
struction of the blade element may produce a different
rotational component of the flow depending on the blade angle
at which it is set. Since each blade element produces its
own component Cu it is necessary to consider whether the
velocity distribution Cu for the various blade elements may
be arbitrary for the performance of the fan as a whole, ~s-
Pecially if it is dssirsd that the flow zntsr the fan along
cylindrical surfaces coaxial with the fan.* tTnder what con-
ditions this restriction in the twisted flow is observed will
become clear from a consideration of the forces that arise.

*We should note that only ‘for this restriction are the formulas
derived in the previous section for the blade element com-
putation applicable.
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In a flow with rotation, centrifugal forces. arise

under the action of which a cros:s flow” may occur, from o,ne
concentric layer to another (we assume layers of equal flow
discharge). This cross floi? under the action of centrifugal
forces can occur only for a definite relation of the pres-
sures at the~layers considered such that the ce.ntrifugai”
forces will$’be balanced by the differences in pressure.
Since in a fluid flow the pressures and velocities are con-
nected with each other (through the Bernoulli equation) the
pressure ratios at which there will be no cross flow will
correspond to a definite radial distribution of the rotational
component. It is found that in this case the velocities Cu
are inversely proportional to the radius; that is, that

rcu= constant (51)

Since this law is of cardinal importance ‘for under-
standing axial fa,n operation we shall give a brief derivation
of this relation here, restricting. ourselves because of the
lack of space, to the fric~ionless ideal fluid. We consider ‘
two neighboring sufficiently narrow concentric fluid layers
rotating according to the law rcu= constant (fig. 13)*
The pressure in the outer layer s!~ould be greater than that
in the inner since it is the excess i~ressure in the former
that produces the centripetal forces that ma,ke the fluid
move along a curved trajectory. The centripetal force may
be computed as the product of the mass of the layer by the
centripetal acceleration. The volume of the outer layer is
given by the product

2mrdr 1 .

where 1 is the thickness of the rotating layer above the
plane of the sketch (fig. 13). The mass of the layer is

dm = p I 2 i-rrdr (52)

If the rotational velocity is Cu the centripetal acceler-
ation is

2

(53)
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The centripetal force is, therefore

1?= 2 n p Icuzdr (54)

The pressure difference dp between the layers is found
by dividing the centripetal force by the contact area of
the layers. Since the latter area is equal to 2mrt, we
obtain

dp = p ~ dr
r

(55)

The pressure difference may also be obtained by applying
the Bernoulli equation to the curved flow in the layersunder
consideration. In doing so Ire make the following very im-
portant assumption; namely, that the coilstant entering the
Bernoulli equation is the same for all concentric layers.*
Trom the followin:; con:idcr?tions it will appear clear that for
this assumption, equilibrium in the rotating fluid is main-
tained: th?.t is, there is no cross flow from one layer to
the next.

The static pressure, or simply, the pressure in the
outer layer should, as we h?ve seen, be greater than the
pressure in the inner layer. Hence , in view of the coYl-
sta.ncy of the constant in the Bernoulli equation, the ve.
locity in the outer layer should be lZSS thail that in the
inner. ‘The velocity increment dcu should thus be taken
negatively. This explains the apparently paradoxical fa,ct
that in the following expressions for the pressure differeilce
dp between the layers e minus si~n stands before the right
hand side of the equation.

Denoting the velocity in the outer layer by Cu we
should, according to the generally accepted rule, denote the
velocity in the inner layer by Cu - dcu.** From the ;-

*This assumption is actually valid for a fan with pressure

Hth = Pucu constant aloil:g the radius.

**Again we emphasize that an error in the sign before dcu
in this expression leads to an entir~ly incorrect result.
The minus sign is taken before dcu because we pass to a
layer of smaller radius.

,.a ....-— —— —
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equation

2
Cu (Cu - dcu)2

‘outer + p ~ = pinner + P
2

we obtain, for the pressure difference dp after removing

the parenthesis and combin~ng similar terms, the following
relation (neglecting ldcu~ ).

dp . pouter - pinner = - p Cudcu (57)

Equating the above expression to the one earlier obtained
for the pressure difference, we find

Cu a

P —dr=- P Cu dcu
r

Dividing by Pcu and separating the variables

Cu r
—= _—
dcu dr

Integrating, we have

In Cu = - In r + constant

“ or

In Cu + In r = constant

The sum of the logarithms on the left hand side of the
equation is equal to the logarithm of the product

.

In (rcu) = constant

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)
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or

rcu = constant (62)

Thus we have proven the required relation for a fluid with-
out friction. Since, however, the effect of the internal

friction for the fluid under considerations-namely, air.,
is small;.-it may be assumed that the rotational velocity
distribution along the radius for air does not’ deviate much
from the law rcu = constant. There is merely a small
change in the constant. In ’’fact we have alrea,d.y seen in
considering the effect of friction on the -performance of a
blade element that the rotation of the flow ii~creases in
the presence of friction. Denoting this increased rotational
velocity, due to friction by and t’fleCus rotational velocity

I under otherwise

then evidently

Thus we ha
is no flow alon
the various lay
restriction rem

equal conditions, wit:hout frictio,l by CU.id,

Ve sho~~ri~that in the rot,atin; liquid there
g the r~,dius if tyle 3ernoulli constants for
ers are the s:’me. ‘Ja m,ay note that the same
sins if ,=.11the p,?rticles simultaneously

possess a forlvard motion with the s:.me velocity,..
c,ase the Bernoulli equation becones

where Ci and
however,

C2 arc the resultant velocities.

2
< Cul

2
.P+

‘P ~ +P 2

and

2 2
C2 C,az CU2

P~= P —+Py,2

,,
equation (63) may be rewritten

c ~ti2 +.CU1
2 2

c~ 2
pl+p——— — = p2 + ,o— +P*

2 2 9“

In this

(63)

Since,

(64)

*
1

—
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Dividing through by pca2/2 we arrive at the same condition

which we assumed in deriving the law rcu = constant.

It is clear, from this, that if we wish the flow through
the fan to pass along cylindrical surfaces coaxial with the
fan, we should give the blade elements a setting such that
the rotational components produced by the elements obey the
law rcu = constant. Since the choice of the blade angles
of the elements is at our disposal we may consider that this
choice has, in general, been made.

We have seen that the presence of a rotational component
behind each blade element is characterized by the presence of
circulation about the given element.

(4)

Thus, the condition requiring that the blade element be
chosen such that the rotational velocities obey the law rcu=
constant is equivalent to the constancy of the circulation
along the blade. Since the magnitude of the circulation may
be taken as a measuye of the twist of the flow we shall deter-
mine the circulation. Since the latter about any contour
around the axis of rotation is the same, we may choose the
most suitable one, which is a circle of radius r. Evidently

r= 2 mrcu

A fact to be obszrvsd is that the circulation in the rotational
flow behind the fan is equal to the circulation about one
blade multiplied by the number of blades. It is thus possible,
from the circulation about one of the blades of the axial fan,

to obtain the entire circulation of the flow behind the fan.
It is for this reason that ve present the so-called vortex
theory first developed by N, Joukovsky which has “oeen so fruit-
ful of results. The advant~ge of the following theory is that
it permits a very simple treatment of axial fan operation as
a whole.

4. Vortex System of Axial Fan

It is known that if the circulation along the wiug, or
as in our case, along the fan blade, is constant the wing or
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, blade may be replaced by a single resultant vortex whose
:8 circulation is equal to that about the wing or blade. The
-
Ii question arises as to whether the resultant vortex ends

II a.bruptly’at the blade boundaries or whether it continues

Ii beyond these limits. We emphasize the importance of this
],
y question since, at first glance, it is not clear how the

vortex arising at the blade can exist beyond its limits.
We have seen, however, that the blades of the fan. produce
behind it a rotation of the flow, which in a frictionless
fluid, on account of inertia, is extended infinitely behind ,
the fan. This robation, behind the fan, may be considered
associated with. the vortex. or more accurately, the vortex
IIbraid,ll which is the resultant of the vortices of the in-
dividual blade elements. In fact we have seen that the
circulation in the rotational flow behind the fan is e qual
to the sum of the circulations about the bl~ile and this
coildition is observed when a number of vortices are combined
into a single voriex.

In view of this the vort,ex s:rst?m of t;l,sfan may be
represented as sh~wn in figurti 14. The resultant vortices
which replace the blades do c?t break off here at the hub
but rotate by 90° and. combine, behind the fail, into a single
vortex which then extends infinitely far behind. It is
natural to suppose that the r.:sultant vortex does not also
break off at the other znd O: ihe bl::de End is carried along
by the flow in the form of a l?ac vortzx as illustrated in
figure 15. This is actually the CC.SZ if the fon operates
without a casing or if there is a sufficient clearance
between the fan and casing. 3eca.use of the difference in
pressure ahead of and behind the -fan a flow takes mln,ce recross
the tip of the blade due to the clearance and gives rise to
the vortex line shown in figure 15. I,t is evident that the
smaller the clearance the wealker ~“rill be the flow and in the
limit, when the clearance becomes infinitely small, the vortex
liile springing from the blade tip vanishes. In this case the
resultant vortex continues downstream supporting itself against
the wall. The effect of the clearance on the operation of the
axial fan is, in general, very small but as we have shown- may
be taken into account by the introduction of a correction
coefficient to the pr,?ssure head. develo~pcd by tho fan. In
all theoretical computations we shall consider the clearance
as vanishiilgly small and make a correction for the clearance
only when illustrating concr~te computation examples. j?or
this reason, in. our vortex system for th~ fan, ~re have pre-
sented the vortic~s replacing the fan blade as breaking off
at thd casing walls. -
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5. pressure Distribution in the Flow Behind the Fan

We have shown that radial flow in a rotating ‘fluid is
absent if the condition rcu = constant is observed. IrI

deriving this rel”ation we have seen that the”pressure in
the inner of tvo neighboring layers is less than that in
the outer layer. The difference in pressure is balanced
by’the centrifugal forces arising in the inner layer. Gen-
eralizing this conclusion we may say that the pressure in
a rotating flow behind the fan drops as the fan axis, or
the vortex axis behind the fan is approached. By comparing

the,pressure distribution behiwi the fan with the distribution
ahead of it, we may conclude that the pressure drop developed
by each blade element of the fan decreases as the hub of the
fan is approached. since the pressure over the entire cross-
section ahead of the fan” is constant. The fifth character-
istic of the axial fan operation may be, therefore, formu-
lated as follows. The total pressure head developed by the
blade elements*is not uniformly distributed over the fan disk
but gradually decreases tovard the hub. We may note that the
above statement does not contradict the view as regards total
pressure of the fan as a whole as being the difference in
pressures ahead of and behind the fan taken in the absolute
flow. The flow is deflected by the fan in a region where the
same pressure prevails and, thereforz, the head actually pro-
duced by the fan is determiiled by this difference in total
pressures. It is merely necessary to keep in mind that the
total pressure produced by the fan as a whole is somewhat
larger than the mean pressure which we ‘would Obtain by add-
ing the pressures produced by the individual blade elements**
There must, therefore, exist an additional source of pressure.

We shall show that such a $our<e appears in the flow rotation
produced by the fan, which operates like a centrifugal fan.

We have already shown that, notwithstanding the difference
in pressures at the periphery and center, respectively, of the
rotating stream, ,no radial flow occurs ‘from the periphery to
the center. There is a160 no radial flow in the rarefied
region lying immediately behind the fan outs’ide the rot,~.tiilg

*
The pressure head of an element may be defiaed by the dif-

ference in static pressures ahead of and behind it. It may be
considered as the total pressure iil view of the constancy of
Ca and hence also equality of the dynamic p’ressure at inlet
and outlet. .
**This mean pressure may be arrived at in the following way.

Determine for each element the thrust, integrate and find the
resultant of the individual thrusts, that is, the fan thrust,
and finally divide this thrust by the fan disk area.
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medium. The absence of such flow may be explained by the
f’act that im this interval an.additional pressure head
is developed from the latent source in the form of dynamic
pressure of rotation. ~his will become especially clear
from -the curve of pressure behind the fan. This curve is
constructed by laying off the radii of the blade cross-
sections considered along the axis of abscissas and the
corresponding pressures along the axis of ordinates. Fig-
ure 16 shows an example of such a curve obtained by com-
putation for one of the fan operating conditions considered
below. The curve shows, first of all, that the value of
Hth = Pcu u is considered equal for all of the fan blade

elements:

.
(65)

where p and W are coflstxnt nnd rcu is constant, in
view of the law of constancy of the circulation. In order
to obtain the rated total pressure H developed by the fan
blade elements we should deduct from ‘th the dynamic pres-

sure of the rotating flo;]. It will be remembered that the
value of the rated pressure nea,d dc is determined for each
blade element by the formula

H
comp ‘Pcu(u-%)

(66)

) The pressure head H is somewhat less on account of the
pressure losses due to the profile drag of the blade. WeI
have found thati H is given by

H=
“pr’cu (u-~)

(38)

The value of the velocity of rotation Cu increases withE@
decreasing distance from the blade hub; pcu2/2 likewise

t
increases and hence Hr decreases. The variation in Hc

is clearly seen on the pressure-curve. We may note that the
curve

‘8 “
is a parabola with v’@rtex lying on the maximum

blade ra lus equal to the fan radius, the axis of the par-
“abola ‘oeing parallel to the axis of ordinates. The pressure

,.——-
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H- actually developed by the fan and determined bX formula
(38) lies somewhat below the. curve IL-&. In figure 16 it is
represented by a dot”- daslr,curve. The figure also gives the
curve of total fan pre.ssude shown by. the dottzd curve as ‘
obtained from experiment. !lhis latter pressure is denoted

by- Htest. It is cvide”nt that the difference between the

test pressure and the pressure H for w~ich the individual
blade elements are c“omputed is due to the dynamic pressure
of rotation. \.

We now proceed to explain a ‘fact which is fundamental
for ‘the understanding of axial fan compwtat-ion. On figure
16 it is noted that the curves %@ and H meet at the
blade tip element. In other words .he pressure difference
ahead of and behind the tip element is entirely produced
from the pressure, head H dsvelopcd by this element. That
this could only be the case will be clear if it is considered
that the static pressure behind the tip elemeilt cannot be
equal to the atmospheric pressure, or more accurately, to
the ‘pressure in the rotating medium behind the fan. Yrom

the fact that there is an increase in the static pressure
produced by the tip element from the low pressure ahead
of the fan to atmospheric

i
- re’g,sure and ,the dynamic pressure

behind th’e fa ~~~is‘the same because of the con-
stancy of the axial velocity )ca? it follbws that

‘test = ‘tip el
(6?)

both of these pressures being, in fact, determined by the
same equation

,,

/ ‘ Caz )( )2(
Pa+p—-

CaPst + p y = Pa - Pst
2

(68)

where P& is the preksu<re immediately ahead of the fan..
The fact that the pressure of the fan as a whole is equal
to the pressure produced by the tip element constitutes the
sixth charticteristic of the axial fan operation.

,,

From figure 16 iti.is seen that onl-y a part of the
dynamic pressure of rotation is lost;, namely, that developed
by the blade tip el’ementb To avoid this loss, or morq
accurately, to utilize a part of the loss dynamic pressure,
is possible only .thr’ough the use of guide vanes’.
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.

The credit for pointing out the presence of a low
~kess-ure region behind the axial fan producad..b-y..h.e.roro-
tation of the flow and the impossibility of considering
tha fan thrust,* as equal to the product of the pressure
by the fan disk area, as well as for introdtibing changes
in the computation of the axial fan in connection with
the fact that the Pressure of the fan as a whole is equal
to the pressure of the blade tip element belongs, apparently,
to K, Ushakov (CAHI), since other authors either hnve not
sufficiently brought out these facts or have permitted
errors to enter. Among the mistaken statements is the ofle
that all the elements of the fan blade can develop the con-
stant total pressure H, a statement which is equivalent
to the incorrect assumption of constancy of the static
pressure behind the fan.

In concluding this section wo m,ay briefl? summarize
the characteristics of r,xial fan oper=,ting at the rated
operation condition:

1. The flow ahead of the fanis without rotation.

2. The relative velocity of the flow through the fan
incr~ases from the center towr.rd thz p,~riphery.

3. The static pressure aheqd of the f:l.nrzmains con-
stant clong the blade.

4. The flow behind the blade possesses rotation, the
rotational velocity following the law rcu = constant.

5. Due to the rota,tion of the flow behind the fan the
static pressure cannot be constant but decreases toward the

‘ hub. This results also in a decrease in the pressure de-
veloped by ‘the fan elements. - .

6. The general pressure produced by the fan is equal
to the pressure of the blade tip element.

III. GEITERALIZATION OF PHYSIC~L 3~~IS OF AXI~L FAN OPERATIO~
.-!-...

In the present section we shall present, briefly, some
b’asic considerations which permit us to proceed to the com-
putation of the axial fan for operating conditions other
than the one for which the fan is computed.

*BY the thrust of the fan is understood the resultant of the

force arising during fan operation in the direction opposite
to the flow.

? .I.. -...——
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.
The fundamental simplification underlying our method

of computation of the axial fan is the assumption that the
law rcu = constant --approximately the law of constancy
of the circulation along the blade - remains valid for all
operating conditions within the. interval of normal blade
angles (up to C

%
max) and that this law is applicable also

for smaller num er of blades (removal of some of the blades).
The.transition from one operating blade angle to another is
characterized by a chailSe in the value of the constant in
the law rcu = constant, or in other words, by a change in

the magnitude of the circulation about the blade, the circu-
lation being maintained constant along the radius.

Due to the lack of time there have,been, unfortunately, ‘
no means at our disposal for-checking the possibility of the
application of the above assumption by the direct determina-
tion of the velocities and pressures behind’ and ahead of the
fan. An investigation of this kind of the internal process
of operation of the axial fan will be undertaken in the near
future. For the present we were constrained to judge the
satisfaction of the method by comparing the computed char-
acteristics obtained on the basis of the assumptions made
with the fan characteristics experimentally obtained. We
were able to make such a comparison for a large number of
fans and thereby to draw conclusions as to the range of
applicability of our method.

We have not considered it necessary, in ?ur present
work, to entzr into a theoretical analysis of the ma~nitude

of the errors we have made in applying our fundamental
assumption, since it was our object to presznt immediate
results of definite practical value and a theoretical anal-
ysis would have required large time expenditure, We shall,
therefore, merely stop to clarify the physical significance
of our assumption.

,
We have seen, in deriving the law rcu = constant, that

when this law is observed there is no radial flow in the
rotating fluid~ -provided the pressure distribution in the
rotating fluid is such that the equation

“2 2
c ui Cua

P1+Py = pa + p~

,.

(69)

is satisfied.
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Conversely, the assumption of the validity of the law
rcu = constant is equivalent to the assumption that a pras- .

- -sure distribution, such as required by equation (69) , is
established immediately behind the fan. In other words,
operating for conditions other than the computed one? the

flow immediately behind the fan is of such character that
there is no radial flow, all the particles moving over
cylindrical surfaces coaxial with the fan.

We have assumed that the flow pattern will be incom-
plete, however, if we do not consider what the axial vti-
locities ca produced by the individual blade elements

are. It is not difficult to see that for operating con-
ditions other than those for which the compvtetion is made
the axial velocities cannot remain coll~tant. First we may
note that it is incorrect to suppose that the nonco,lstandy
of the axial velocit;i along the radius in itself excludes

the possibility of the operation of the law rcu = coilstant.

In fact we have seen, in deriving t;-lislaw, that the axial
velocities do not figure in this derivation at all.’ physi-
cally, this meails that re:ardl~ss of Iwhether the particles
of the rotating fluid have a forwa-ctL mOtion or not it is of
importance only that at each given instant the pressure
required by relation (69) be rnaint,ained at a given point.

The requirements of a redistriblltion of the axial
velocities may be explained by tile following example. Let
the transition from one operating condition to another occur
by a sudden sharp throttling. It is theil evident that at
first the axial velocities will tend, by inertia, to main-
tain their constant values along the radius. The direction
of the ap”oroaching flow for each of the elements and the
pressure itself can be determined with the ~.id of the pres-
sure head coefficient X3. It will be found that the pres-
sure of the individual blade ”clements will be greater or
leSS thail the pressure which these elements must develop in
order that the law .rcu = constant hold behind the fan, Let
us assume, for definiteness, that the pr,~ssure produced” by
the blad~ clement zxceeds that r~qllir,?,dby this relation.
In this c~.se the exces-s of pr~s:tlr,; will ~~i-rcrise to an
incre.3se in the nxial velocity of the flow w’lich, in turn,
will lead to an increase in the pitch ~,ngle 7 ciecrease in
the angle of attack and hence also drop in the pressure,

>, This process will continue until the relation between the
pressures will become that required by t,he law rcu= constant.
From what has been said it is clear t!lat in passing from the
com-puted regime to another the condition of constanc>~ of the
axial v210city along the blade will be disturbed. Thus the
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assumption that the law rcu = constant holds for regimes

of fan operation other than the computed regime implies
only that the flow takes place as before along cylindrical
surface”s coaxial with the fan but with” different axial
velocities at the various’ radii. Because of the fact that

the axial velocities ahead of the fan are constant alou::
the radius the flow passes thr,ough the fan along conical
surfaces. This character of the flow was neglected since
we have considered that the conical surfaces along which
the flow through the fan passes differ negligibly from the
cylindrical surface coaxial with the fan. The author con-
siders himself justified in publishing his method tof axial
fan computation based on the above physical pattern since
the method gives good agreemenf with the exl~erimental re-
sults and is of definite practical value.

It is of interest to elucidate the fundamental assump-
tion regarding the maintenance of the constaocy of the cir-
culation from the point of yisw of the. vortex theory of the
fan.. From this point of view the constancy of the circulation
is equivalent to the assertion that the system of resultant
vortices that replaces the axio.1 fan maintains its shape for
all operating conditions of the fan, there being only a
change in the intensity of the vortex. As before each blade
is replaced by one resultant vortex.

In conclusion we consider the question of the possibility
of extending our fundamental assumption with regard to the
maintenance of the law rcu = constant to the case of the
rotation of the fan blades about their axes or a reductioil
in their number. ‘There is, in fact, no fundamental differ-
ence in the flow phenomena when the fan operates at regimes
other than the computed regime or when the fan operates with
different blade angles. We may note, in confirmation of tile
above-mentioned assumption, that operation of the fan at a
different regime or different blade angles is possible by a
continuous change from the computed regime. As in the case
of rotation of the blades about their axes there is no funda-
mental difference in the flow phenomena when the fan operates
with a different number of blades,

IV. NEW MODIFICATIONOF THII METHOD OF AXIAL FAiT COMPUTATIOiV

—.—.—.— . .. . .. .

Before proceeding to the presentation of the method of
computation proper we shall make some observations on the
computation with the aid of the coefficients Ka and KU*
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The method of computation itself will be very briefly
,pre.s.ent,.e.d,since ,its .p.nese,ntation. is not “the chief object
of our present work and since a special paper ly K. Usha-
kov devoted to the computation of axial fans is simultaneously
being published with our paper. We shall not stop to cons-
ider the question of choice of fan, its basic parameters,
determination of its diameter, peripheral velocity, and so
forth.

The method presented by us is based on the same phys-
ical pattern as that mentioned in the work of K, ‘Us!lakov
and our method is therefore not entitled to be considered
as new hut only as a modification of existiu~ computational
methods by the blade elcrnent theory or vortex theory.

!Che fUnda~ental characteristic of the modification
proposed by us, to~ether with the use of t;le coefficient

Ka and therefore vith the pressure losses associated with

the profile drag, is the possibility ~f setti,lg a definite
blade element at the most favorable blade an~le corresponding
to the o’ptimum profile efficiency. In the usual computation
the question of setting the bl:,de element for the optimum
operating conditions remains unclear. Strictly speaking the
usual computation requires the setti~l~ of all the blade ele-
ments at the same angle of att,~ck (under the condition of
using the s~me profile) since the theory of the computation
presupposes that all the elements have a constant M - the
reciprocal of the aerodynamic ef’ficicncy of thl~ profile
section. ‘ In other words the o~lly clear criterion for a
rational settinc of the blade elements is the value ot’ the
aerodynamic efficiency, and to be consistent it is necessary,
in all cases, to set the bl?.de elements at the angle corre-
sponding to the given maximum efficiency. This requirement,
howev~~r, stronflly hampers the designer since it excludes
the possibility of changiilg the blnde elements in accordance
with structural considerations . In our computation, as will
be olear from the discussion below, this possibility of vari-
ation is entirely feasible.

We may remark, incidentally, that the control of the
rotational efficiency is not at our dis~]osa~. The value of
pcu2/2 is uniquely determined, as we shall see, by the
given value of the ~~ressure head. It is, therefore, possible
tO Speak Only of a subsequent utilization, of the dynamic
pressure with the aid, for exar,~ple, of guile va,nes, but not
of the choice of a most favorable value of pcu2/2.

II*,
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The computation itself proceeds as follows? The
value of the pressure head H in millimeterswater and the

di~charg’ Qhr in ‘cubic meters per hour are considered as
given and the values of the diameter D in meters and the

hub diameter d in meters and hence the ratio of the hub
to fan-diameter ~= d/D are considered as chosen values.
as is also the number of rotations per minute n. We tieter-
mine, first of all, the magnitude of the clearance (fig. 17)
between the wheel and casing of the axial fan. On figure 18
is given a curve of the loss in pressure as a function of the
relative cle~rance expressed in percent. The relative clear-
ance is defined by the ratio of the magnitude of the clearance
s to the blade length R - rh where rh denotes the hub

radiusa The formula for the rel.otive clearance is, therefore,

s 100
z=

R- ‘hub
(70)

Figure 18 shows the pressures for the same fan as a

function of the relative clearance, the pressures being
expressed in p~rcent of the maximum pressure, which would
be obtained for a vanishingly small clearance. The trend
of the curve shows that the effect of the clearance is very ‘
marked, the loss in pressure alre,ndy amounting to 10 percent
for the practically small clearance of 1 percent. This pres-
sure loss may be taken into account in the fan computation
by computing not for the given but for an increased pressure.
Thus the computed pressure is given by

H = ‘.Kcl~~rcomp (71)

The correction coefficient Kcl may be defined from the
curve of figure 18* on which, for convenience in using, are
indicryted the v~.lues of Kcl obtained by dividing the pres-
sure for zero clearance by the pressure at the given relative
clearance, that is,

(72)

*The curve of figure 18 was obtained-experimentally and ,
represents a mean curve from a family of curves obtained in
investigating the effect of clearance on the characteristics
of various fans (fig, 19).
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Having determined the pressure Hc for which the fan

is to be computed it is possible to proceed to the deter-
mination of the rotational component Cu without which,
as we have seen, it is impossible to construct the velocity
triangle and hence to determine the effective pitch angle
and the blade setting. We hnve seen, moreuver, that the
value of the power expended by a blade element is likewise
determined from the rotational velocity. It is not difficult
to see that for constant axial velocity along the blade the
total power of the fan is determined. from the rotational
velocities at each blade element.

I
From the consideration of the physical basis of the

fan operation it has been established that the pressure
produced by the fsfi is that produced by the blade tip
element. Conversely, if the pressure is knowil, the rota-
tional velocity of the flow c~s corresioonilir.g to this

blade element, can be found. For this purpose we ma,ke use
of the formula

(38)

In the above relation the valllf~s of the air density and
peripheral speed are known. ‘or normal conditions (760
mm Hg, 20° C and 50 percent h~midity) for which the com-
putation js generally made, the specjfic wei:,ht Y of the
air is 1..2 killoSram per cubic meter and ‘“leilcethe der~sity

Yair 1.2 = kg sec2
P =— =

9.81
0.1223

g ~4 (73)

I
where g is the acceleration of qravity equal’ to 9.81

{ meters per second square. The peripheral speed u may be
found from the formula

(74)

The determination of q-pr for substitution in formula
(38) is somewhat more involveii since qpr depends on the
pitch angle @ defined by the relation

;1
I
!i
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tan ~ = Ca
cu.

u-—
2

and hence on cu. Since an analytic

No. 1042

(’75)

expression for npr
as a function of Cu is not known” no exact ,analytical

solution of equation (38) for Cu can $~.,given. It is
possible, however. to obtain an approximate value of Tpr
for substitution ill formula (38). We have seen {see fig. 20
and the Tpr cu~ves in spupendix I? that the value of qpr

depends very lit~?Le on the bls.de angle and changes relatively
by a small amount with the angle ~. Since. the latter also .
varies slightly with Cu (cu is small by comparison with
u and therefore with change in Cu the difference u -

cu/2 entering in the expression for tan @ changes

slightly) it is evident that ,even a relatively large change
in Cu results in a very small change in ~pr. It is,

therefore, -permissible in formula (38) to substitute a
value of ~pr determined by a value of Cu that is close

to the actual value. Such a value of Cu will, for example,
be the one determined by the computed pressure Hc with Tpr
neglected, that is, according to the formula

Hc =
(

\Cu
p Cu u- —

2)

obtained from formula (38) by setting ~pr = 1.

We now solve equation (38) for Ou putting the equation
in the form

2 2H
Cu - 2 u Cu +—= o

p ‘pr

Solving this quadratic ~quation there is obtained for
the expression

Cu =u-

(76)

Cu

(77) ‘
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where the minus sign is taken in front of the root since
the rotational velocity of the flow Cu cannot exceed the

peripheral velocity u.
.

By making use of formula (77) and taking account of
what was said, with regard to the choice of ~pr$ we have

the following order of operations for the determination of
cu. We first find an approximate value cut for the choice

rfl!’ assuming in formula (77) Tpr = 1, that is,
pry

I

(78)

i
Having found Cfu we find thnt effective pitcli angle P
for the choice Vpr from the relation

(79)

From the curve of profile efficiency we then find a value
of qnr near the maximum. We may note~ here, that this

choic~ of the value of q-pr presupposes that angle of
attack at which the blade tip element should be set.
,Observing, however, the trend of the llpr curves for usual

; fan profiles (fig.

1“

20 and others in appendix 1); an excep-
tion occurs for symmetrical profiles. We find that this
circumstance does not seriously hamper the designer. The
angle of attack may be changed because of the width of the ‘
blade without ,the necessity of computing new relations deter-
mined by the rotational velocity CU since the value of

~pr changes very iittle. Having chosen the value of Tpr

1!
l?
( the value of for the tip element may be finally deter-

mined by formu;~ (77).
}i,,
*-. The value of thus found deterrnin(’s, in view ofCu -

the relation rcu = constant, also the rotational velocity
+, for all remaining blade elements? Nvidently the rotational

/ velocity at radius r is
.

cur = 2.
CUR” ~

(80)

-%.
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where R is the fan radius which is the radius of the “
blade tip element.

With the values of Cu for all the blade elements

thus determined, the values” of the angle p for all

elements are likewise determined. Fro’m the “constancy of
the axial velooity Ca for any cross-section we may deter-

mine this velocity for the given discharge Q cubic met.ors

per second by dividing the latter by the fan disk area F

c .42
a r

(81)

In formula (75) defining the aigle ~ all m:lgnitudes are

now known and it is possible to proceed to the computation
of the blade elements. The problem consists in determining
the blade angle 0 equal, as we have seeil, to

El= ct+p: (82)

and the blade width b. From the Tpr curve the c!loice of

the angle of attack offers no difficulties. It is natural
to set each of the blade elements at an angle of attack
corresponding to the maximum value of the profile efficiency,
a deviation from this rule being considered only for struc-
tural considerations.

To determine the width b we make use of the two ex-
pressions for the pressure head developed by a blade element:

and

(83)

.

H
Cu

u-—
2

H=pKa
bj

Cos @ 2mr
(84)

where i denotes the number of blades, chosen from struc-
tural considerations. Equating the right-hand sides of
equations (83) and (84) we find by dividing by p and
(u - cu/2) that
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+%h’’’--- ‘“
‘pr Cu = 2 n r COS2 @

Solving .this equation for b we find

‘J”-3 i

45

(85)

This is the required formula for the determination of the
blade width. We may note that the pressure head coefficient
K, entering this formula, may be found from the corresponding
carves for the pressure head coefficients since both the
angles of attack and tl~e angles @ are known. In case .
the angle @ differs from the round values of @$ for which
the curves were drawn, recourse is hnd to interpolation. This
will be the case where we ma,~ceuse of profiles of different
relative thickness if it iip-P~ll”Sthat the relative thick-
ness differs from the round values, for wilich the curves
were drawn.

With the determination of the blade an~:le and blade
width, the aerodynamic computation of the blnde elements,
and, hence, the shape of the entire blade, may be considered
as completed. The description of how the blade shape is
realized in practical construction is not part of our problem
and the reader is referred to special literature (reference 2).
Here we shall merely remark the following, In the fan work-
ing- drawing the hlado width (and blade angle shown , are those
obtained by the intersections of the blnde with the vertical
plane perpendicular to the n,xis. Evidently these values
differ somewhat from the computed values corresponding to
the intersection of the blade by a cylindric”.11 surface. If
the curvature of this surface is not Iargc, however, (its
radius is sufficiently lnrge) the difference between the
values of the bl,ads ,anglc 8 and blade width b and the
com-puted values taken from the drawing is not great. This
circumstance was ttien into account in order to simplify
the further computations, choosing for the angles e and
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widths b used in obtaining the computed characteristics
the values found from the working drawings of the blade.

.,

To complete the aerodynamic computation of the fan,
as a whole, we sh;~ll consider ’also the power required by

the fan and determine its efficiency, In the same ,manner,
as for the blade element, the power of the fan as a whole
may be computed from the theorem on the moment of momentum.
Let rm be a certain mean blade radius* and

Cu(rn J
the

corresponding velocity which must be assumed for the com-
putation of the moment imparted to the m~ving air mass in
the circumferential direction: Since the mass of air dis-
charged per second is equal to /the product of the volume
by the density pQ the momentum is given by the product

PQcu(rm) and its moment by

M= P Q cu(rm)rm

The power is given by the product of the moment by the

an~ular velocity

N = p Q Cu(rm) rm (o

(86)

(87)

The above expression, for the power of the fan, is not con-
venient because there enter into it the undefined magnitudes
of the mean radius ‘m and the correspondin$~ velocity

Cu(rm) ‘ These can be eliminated tilrough the use of the

relation rcu = constant whereby the product ‘m ‘u(rm)
can be replaced by the product of :my radius of its corre-
sponding rotational flow velocity. Since we have previously
made use of the blade tip element in our calculation it is
natural to use t?~e ‘proiluct CUR R* Dropping the subscript

R, and remembering: that ~>(J.)= u, wc may write our formula
for the determin-~tion of the pomr in the form

N = pqcuu (88)

where N is in kilogram-meter per second, If’ the pbwer
is expressed in horsepower, as is usually the case in fan
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computation, the formula l)ecomes .-—H.,:’.

..
Qcuu.’

Nhp = P 75 : (89)

,,

Finally the power of the fan ma’y be directly computed
from the power coefficient K

Y
by making use of the ex-

pression for the power of a b ade element.,
. .

.

AN = Ifu p wm2 b,’A r Ur

BY dividing the blade into a sufficient number of elements,
we obtain the power as the sum of expressions ‘of the above
form multiplied by the number of blades

R
(90)

In practice this formula is less suitable since it gives
a sufficiently accurate result only for division of the
blade into a relatively large number of’ elements, of the
order of 8 or more. It can only be recommended as a check
formula giving an independent result.

The overall efficiency of the fan is computed by the
known formula

.
. . QII

n=—
75 N

(913

where Q is expressed in cubic meters per second, H in
millimeter water and i~ in horsepower. Since we have seen
that the fan as a whole gives a pressure equal to that of
the tip el~ment it is natural, in the above-formula, to
substitute the pressure of the bl,a.de tip taking account, of
course, of the pressure loss at the clearailce. However,
since we ~P.v~ computed,tho fan for a pressure that is greater
by these losses we may evidently substitute the value of the
actual, that is, the given pressure.

r
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With this we may conolude the pres-entation of our
modification of the axial fan computation As an illus-
tration of the method we give a sample computation sheet
with the datp required for carrying out the computation
on pages 76 and 77. We have considered it unnecessary to
overload our example with special remarks since the entire
procedure is explained in detail in the present section.

The reader may refer to the description of this procedure
if anything in the example does not appear clear to him.

In order to facilitate looking UP the required place in
the text we have indicated everywhere the number of the
required formula and the corresponding figures. W i“th
this in mind we shall, with regard to the selected com-
putation example make only the following remarks.

We have chosen, for our example, an axial high-pressure

test fan with the following data: Q = 13,1OO cubic meters
per hour at n = 2800 rpm, H = 168 millimeter water (at

relative clearance s = 1 percent), , diameter D= 0,6
meter, c = 0.5, number of blades i = 12. Here we shall
make an important observation. In the description of our
computation method ‘and in the sample fnn computation no
account was taken of a factor which must necessarily have
an effect on the fan performance. We refer to the effect
of the mutual blade interference (cascade effect). No
correction coefficients, which take into account the effect
of mutual blade interference have been applied in the aero-
dynamic axial fan computation conducted by CAH1 until
recently. There are two reasons for this:

1. CAHI has occupied itself with design problems of
high-pressure axial fans only recently, The fans of earlier
design were, in the majority of ca,ses, characterised by low
pressure and hence large blade spacing. Tor these fans the
factor of blade interference played no important part.

2. Only in the course of our present investigation
has any systematic comparison been made between the fan
computation data and the test results with account taken
of such factors Cas, for example, the effect of the clear-
ance, the mutual blade interference and so forth. Until
recently the lack of agreement of computed results with
test results was corrected by a single-overall statistical
correction coefficient which took the above factors into
account and reduced the disagreement. In the above-mentioned
work of K. Ushakov the mutual interference is taken into
account with the aid of (a general correction coefficient
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? 1.6s
K equal to 0.05 - 0,1.. With the aid of this coefficient
t~~spressure Hc. for which the fan is computed i: expressed
in terms of the required pressure H by the following. .
formula: ..’ “ .

,. Hc = H ‘Cl ‘Cas (92)

Such a correction, however, with the aid of (a const,ant
coefficient can be made only as a first approximation.
It is quite evident that the blade interference depends on
a number of factors and varies with different cases. In
section VI we shali present preliminary results of our
attempt to estimate the effect of blade interference of
the axial fan.

In figures 33 and 34 we present a sketch of the fan
computed in this section and a drawing of the fan blade,
The collector at the fan entrance may be noted. T-he results
of the fan tests are given in sl>ction VI. .

V. METHOD OI? COMPUTATION Ol? AXIAL -FAIJ

The object of a check comput:~tion of an axial fan is
to determine from the geometric parameters of the fan its
aerodynamic characteristics , the volume flow, pressure head
and power at all operating loads of the fan. In our present
paper we restrict our computation to those conditions for
which all the blade elements operate under normal angles of
attack up to the start of flow separation (cavitation) since
as yet no s~tisfa-ctory th~ory has been developed for the axial
fan operation in this range, The range of normal angles of
attack is practically the one of greatest interest since it
is the range of maximum fan efficiency.

It is known that the fan pressure drops as its discharge
increases.

From the relation

(93)

—
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it ,is clear that the drop .in pressure corresponds to a
decrease in the rotational velocity CU* An increase in
the discharge, on the othe,r hand, corre-spdnds to an iilcrease
in the pitch angle ~, There is thus a relation between the
fan operating condition defined by the combination of values
Q and H and by a certain pair of values Cu and f3. It

is natural, therefore ~ given the values Cu and p, to seek

the corresponding values of the delivery and pressure: a
procedure we shall use in determining the computed axial
fan characteristics. -

Given a fan to determine its computed characteristics.
.From the working drawing of the,blade we deterinine the values
of the blad~ angle o, the width b, the r~lotive profile

thickness 8 and the profile shape. The latter is, evie
dently, very important since the comput,~.bioil is based on the

the profile aerodynamic characteristics, obtained from tests
in the wind tunnel. For convenience in making the computa-
tions we plot the obtained values of 8, b and ~ on a

diagram. Drawing smooth, curves through the points obtained
we may find the required data for any blade element. Such
a diagram is shown in figure 21 for one of the fans inves-
tigated by us in detail; namely, fan 4. In section VI a
sketch and blade drawiilg of this fan are given (figs. 31
and 32).

The fundamental relatioils w;lich we make use of in
determining the points of the computed characteristics are
found in e~uation (93).

H= Ka p wm2 b i ‘r = Ka ~ P -:7 bi (,,,

2 mr dr Cos 2 P 2nr

Let us consider which magilitudes may be here assumed as
known and which are required to be determined from the
equations.

Omitting the known air density p, the number of blades
i and the known values b and 0, which may be found from
the auxiliary ”curves such as those shown in figure 21, we
consider the values of the radius r and the peripheral
velocity u = rw, Since our computation will be conducted

——
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on the blade elements the radius r may be <onsidered
“’defined together with the corresponding element. The

peripheral velocity” may be ‘considered as known since the
angular velocity is also, known: ,OJ - ~n/30 where the
rotational speed n in rpm is given. There remains to
be determined the magnitude of the head H, the rotational
flow velocity Cu, the pitch angle @, the angle of attack
u, the profile efficiency ~pr and the pressure coefficient

‘ Ka.’ The two latter magnitudes may, however, be considered
as known because both are functions of the angle ~ and
the angle of attack as is seen from the corresponding dia-
grams. It is thus clear that in the three equations (93),
(94), and (95) there are four unknown variables. Evidently
if one of the variables (it is natural, for example, to
choose the rotational velocity as basic) is taken as the
independent variable t!le remaining variablzs will be deter-
mined since only three uilkilow~s will then remain in’ the
three relations. As may be r~adily szen, however, to give
an analytical solution of these equations is impossible,
first of all, because th~re enter th? variables llpr and
Y-a which arc functions of gra,~ilically given unknowns. The
choice of analytical expressions wo-~ld involve us in an
extremely complicated r,athernatical analysis. Moreover the
angle @ and tl~c rotational vzlocity arc in an indirect
relationship. All thss~ coin.si?L~r~tio~s made us dispense
with any attempt at analytical solution a$d the problem was
solved by the method of trial and srror. We are given a.
pair of values Cu and $* The third of our fundamental
relations (formu,la (95)) gives us the nngle of attack and
thus permits us to choose Ka from the correspondin,q curve.

With these values determined the pressure head H can be
,computed by formulas (93) and (94). The pressure computed
by the second formul?. is denoted with the subscript Ka
sinc~, gzncrally speaking, for arbitrary values of and
~, the pressure computed by the second formula will ~~t be
equal to the pressure computed by the kirst formula. Zf it
appsars , however, that

,.

(96)

,’ . ,,

it~:SignificS t$?.t,,~he +elnfiion l)et,~cen the )~.~il~t~des
:U

ahd (3 is. true t,h~t~thgy shtisfy our fun$lam~ptal:r~latlons.
The pressure H -will thbn be the ~c~ua,l, pre;ssure developed
‘by %. g$ven blad~. e.lemsn<t”at’ givsn ,.cti.:and. @ ‘and irom the
angle ~ th~ volume’ ~low through an alement~ry rin”g swept
by the elemsnt under considers,tion can.be found. .Thus, the
axial velocity is
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ca=(u-~)tan~ (97)

and the volume

Q =2nr
ring (u -7) ‘an ‘ ‘r

(98)

with, the above, we conclude our general L;OnSideations

underlying our method of computation and proceed to the draw-

ing of the computed characteristics,

We begin with the determination of the fan pressure. In
discussing the physical basis of the fan oper~tion we have

established and later in the computation mad-e use of the fact
that the pressure developed by the blade tip element gives
the pressure of the fan as a whole. We shall, first of all,
analyze the operation of the tip element, making use of the
genzral considerations discussed above, As a result, we
shall obtain, for a given series of valu~s of Cu a series
of values of the pressure, th~:t is, onc of the coordiilatcs
of the fan characteristics and then proceed to determine
the discharge.

In determining the dischnrge it is not suffici~nt to
consider the operation of the single bl,~dc tin clement
because the axial velocities through the other elements are.
unknown. Thr assumption of the constancy of the axial v~loc-
ity is, .as wc havz szen, in sectioa III valid only for bh~
single computed operating condition. l?or other operating
conditions there is a r~distribution of the axial velocities
and the axial v~locity no longer remains constant along the
blade. To determine the axial velocities for each given
blade element we may proceed from the following considerations.
We h~.ve ~ssumed that the flow through the fan is such that the
pressures behind the fan and hence the pressure differences
developed by the blade elements are so distributed that the
1Abr rcu = constant hold true. This law may t!len be used to
determine the value of Cu and with ib thd pressure he,ad for
any blade element, Wh,l,tfollows the pitch nngle @ is 6eter-
mined by the trial and error rn~thod similar to th.~t in ana-
lyzing the work of the tip element until the pressure computed
from the found value Cu
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.

-.

(

cUr
-, Hc ~ = ~pr P cur ‘r .—

)“-
(99)

2

is equal to the pressure computed from the coefficient Ka

.,

( \2cUr
u -—

Hid = Ka p
2 ~ bri

Coszp —21-rr
(100)

It must, of course, be remembered that the blade angle G
and’ the blade width b should be taken to correspond to
the given element. From the found angle @ we determine

car‘ (’,-29 ‘an‘r

Finally the discharge for a given element is

Qr . car 1?ring

(101)

(102)

{
where

F= = 2Tr r dr (103)

!Chus for any operating condition for which we have previously
obtained the pressure,from an analysis of the performance of
a blade element, we may now determine the axial velocity and
with it the volume flow for any blade element. On figure 22
we show, as an example, the axial velocity distribution for

N, various operating conditions of fan 4. Detailed computations
in constructing the computed characteristics of this fan will
be given below at the end Of the section. Here we shall
merely show how this diagram of axial velocities was cone
strutted. The axial velocities were computed for three blade
sections; namely, the tip element, the hub element, and the

.
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element at the mean radius. Continuous curves were then

drawn through the obtained values laid off as a. function
of the radius. If the flow volume through any of the
elements is known then the total flow may be found by
summation

R

7Q = Qring (104)

r;ub

over all the elements from the hub to the fan circumference.
The same result could be obtained by fiilding the mean axial
vslocity through graphical integration of the axial velocity
distribution curve. The discharge would then be given by
the product

Q = camF (105)

We shr.11 now proceed to the determination of :he fan
power. Since the rotation componeilt Cu is known for all

elements the power for each of the elements may also be
computed from the formula

ITk = P ‘ring Cu ‘r (106)

~rhere it is again pointed out that cUr z.nd ‘r - the

rotational component and the peripheral velocity - must be
takel~ at the given rr.dius. The power expended by the fan
as a whole is evidsntly equal to the sum of the powei”s of
the individual elements

R R

N=
Y

~Jk =
~ P Qring cur ur (107)

u
rhub ‘hub ,

In this form the formula for the -pouer appears rather Com-

plicated. It is easily seen that it can be considerably

simplified. Thus , ,in the sum at the right-hand side of the
equ?.tion the product cur ‘r = cur ‘w where W the ail::l~l,=,r

v.;locity is constant as is also the air density p. Talzi;~g
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the constants outside “the summation sign we may write thee.
expression for the power in the following form

R

N= pcurr~
I Qring

rhub

Remembering that curr=cu R
5

and CURLO=CUU and also

that rh~b Qring is the total flow.through the fan the

result is obtained that the power expended by the fan in-
dependently of the operating conditions is &iven by the
product

N= pQcuu (108)

where Cu is the rotational component of the flow for the
tip element and u the rotational velocity of the fan. We
thus arrive at the coilclusion, which very much simplifies
the computation, that to compute the power of the fan at
any operating condition it is not necessarj~ to compute the
power for each element individually.

We may note that in the expression for the fan power
the power expended by the air friction at the hub does not
enter. This power as experimental considerations indicate
(reference 3) is given by the formula

Nhub = (@NP@3d5 1+3.9~
)

(109)

where bhub is the width of the hub and d its diameter;
N is obtained in horsepower.

The coefficientL. PN entering the formula is .nondi-
mentional and can be obtained from the experimental curve
(fig. 23) of ~. Sichev; the value of Bqy being laid off

as a function of the Reyziolds number. defined for normal
conditions by the formula

,. ,, ..
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Re=ud (109J
14.46x10-G

It is also seen fror.1the paper by Sichev that the value of
the power expended at the hub remains constant for all
operating conditions of the fan.

It is of great interest, finally, to check th’e com-
putation by determining the power expended directly with
the aid of the power coefficient IIu. The power for a
given element for all blades is

AN = Kup Wm2 bi Ar urring (110)

the magnitudes enteriug this formula bein~ taken at the
meail redius of the rirlg. We shall briefly consider the
computational procedure. The blade is divided into a
number of elements by dividing the swept area into rings
of equal area (fig. 24)* and. then determining the power for
each element. Since the values of the pitch angle O ~~>nd
the relative velocity Wm = (u - cu/2)/cos @ for any
radius are unknown we coilstruct additional auxiliary curves
for @ and wm. If these magnitudes are known the corre-
sponding power coefficient Ku is also determined since
the angles of attack for its choice are

The power of the fan is obtained as the sum of the powers
of the izdividuzl elements

(111)

taken for all the blades. We may note that, practically,
it is sufficient to compute the power for eight elements,
the swept area being divided into eight rings of equal area.

*III fig. 24 the diagram is given for dividing any circl~ i,~to
riilgs of equal area. The magnitudes .of the ring radii :~,re
exprsssed a.s relative radii i? = r/R fror, which the actual
radii for a given fan can be readily computed.
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In concluding we shall give the formulas for the
efficiency.” If the friction power at the h’ub is not taken
into account the efficiency may be computed by the formula

=QH~
11—

75 N
(112)

In taking account of the power expended by the hub the
formula becomes

Q H:

l-l (113)
= 75 (N + Nhub)

We may note that in both formulas the head ,73 is written

wit’h the subscript s to bring gut the fact that in these

formulas the pressure takes account of the presence of a

clearance between the wheel and casing.

For examples of the construction of the computed fan
characteristics we present, iii their entirety, all com-
putations for the two fans 4 and 5b on pages ?8 to:85..

The computations are all arranged in the order which appears
most logical to us and which was also adoptzd for the com-
putation of the remaining seven characteristics. Tor con-

ve~ience to the reader the formulas ar~ numbured to corre-
spond to the text where they are derived.

VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

1. Introducti~n

The object of this section is to explain to what ex-
tent and within what limits our computation method applies.
We shall, first of all, be’interested in comparing the com-
puted results with the test results. Incidentally, we shall
also touch upon a number of questions with regard to the
effect of certain fan parameters on its performance. We
shall also indicate the possibility of approximate construc-
tion of the axial fan characteristics with a minimum labor
of computation. Such characteristics ai’e of importance for
preliminary computations in selecting a fan for given con-
ditions, choosing its. fundamental parameters, and so forth.
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The sections will, ‘therefore, be divided into the follow-.
ing headings : ..‘ .:

1. Considerations with regard to the selection of
the fan for testing aild their fundamental characteristic
data .

.-” 2. Some special featur=s
*

of the test procedure.

3. General view of the agreement of the computed vith
test results and factors accounting for disagreement between
them.

4. Method of constructing the preliminary character-
istics.

5. Detailed discussion of the chief factor accounting
for the diff~rence between computed and test results; namely,
the blade interference. The “method Of taking this factor
into account depends” on the possibility of obtaining the
aerodynamic characteristics of the profile from the fan
characteristics .

2. Selection of Fans for Investigation

and Their 3asic gata

Since t!~e object of our computation is to determine
the aerodynamic characteristics of a fan from its geometric

dimensions we have chosen, for the purpose of comparison .of
the computed with test data, a number of fans that differed
sufficientl;~ in their geometric parameters, such as their
diameters, ratio of hub to fan diameter, blade width, number
of blades, and so forth. Moreover one of the fails tested,
an axiai rev~rsible fan, in contradistincti on to the sectioils
of the other fans ~rhich were various modifications of English
propeller profiles, uas of symmetric profile section especiall:
suited for the design oi reversible fans.

Figures 25 to 34 give exhaustive sketches and drawings
of the blades of all fans tested and with the aid of which ‘
the fans can be completely constructed. Tigures 35 to 38
gives the curves of the variation of the geometric blade
parameters ~, b, and~ as functions of the ‘radius. *

*The curves of variation of the geometric parameters for .
fan 4 ‘are given in fig. 21.
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Since our -object is to show the possibility of the
application of the method also for the cases where the
blades are rotated about their axes and for removal of a
number -of blades two of our fans; namely- 3 and 5- were
chosen from those at the laboratory disposal that possessed
rotatable and removable blades. The first of these fans
was tested at the blade angles

(a) (3= 19°- 201 (initial angle)

(b) ~= 16° 501

(c) e= 140 05!.

The blade angle given is that for the blade tip element.
For the other blade element= the blade an~les in rotating
the blades ev-idently vary by the same amount as the angle
of the tip element. The second fan with rotatable and
removable blades was tested for the numtier of blades

(a) i = 12 (rated number of blades)

(b) i=6

(c) i = 3.

For convenience we give, in addition to the blade
sketches and drawings, a table of the geometric parameters
and computed fan data, the rotation~l speed and two character-
istic nond~mensional magnitudes; namely, the relative cir-
culation r defined by the ratio of the actual fan circulation
l“= 2TTRCUR to 4WRUR:

2 11 R cuR cuR
F= =—

4 n RUR 2 uR (114)

and the magnitude W characterizing the degree of utilization
of the rotational velocity for producing pressure and given by

CP
H=—

p U2 (115)

In table I the computed and experimentally obtained values
of W are given for” comparison. The computed data could

.
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onlY be given for the three fans, l,4,:u1d 51a. For fans 2

and 3 no preliminar:~ computations-were made.

The fans were 2.11 carefully constructed of wood. The

blades of all the fans except 4 werepolished. The checkin<;
of all the f~n~ on the special laboratory apunratus for
measuring fans showed that the errors in ‘producing the fr,n
blzde did not exceed 10”m&ti-to 20 I?&& for the blade angle,
r.nd 0.5 to 1 millimeter for the blade width.

3. Special l?eatures of the Procedure

There is no need to dwell in det,ail on the procedure
of typical fpn tests since it has been fully explained in
a special paper (reference 4). I$e shall only note certain
fe:~tures in testing and working up the results. Inste:\d
of the usual procedure of testing the fa.,nin n short pipe
with sharp edges the fans were enclosed in a streamlined
casing. In this way the axial direction required by the
theory of the lines of flo’:jat the fan inlet was assured.

Great attention was paid to the measurement of the
size of the clearance between tb.e wheel and casing. Correc-
tions iil the computed characteristics of the fan were made
as functions of this r.agaitude. The necessity for such
corrections is dictated by the, fact that our method is
based on the assumption th:it the fan oper~:tes at a vanish-
ingly small clearance. l?or this reason, in order to be
able to compare the comput~d with the test characteristics
obtaiiled at some defiilite cleai-ante, we first introduce a
correction for the effect of the cleaTance. We have already
pointed out that the effect of the clearn.,lc: is p~,rticulnrly
strong on the value of the prsssure. The effect on the powfir
is somewhat less marked. Evidently the effect on the power
is particularly strong for operating conditions near the
maximum tair disch~.rge. For this reason u~ co”lsider it pos-
sible to introduce c correction for clznr:’<.~ce oaly iil con-
structing the curves of computed pressure. This correction
is made with ths aid of figure 19 miaking usc of the obvious.

r,
relation

()-H:I+= H_= o —
100

(116)

mrhere ~= is the required pressure at a giv~n clearance

ratior~ H~=o the pressure at a vanishingly small clenrc.r.re,

.
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.= and H= ths percent pressure at the given clearance. From

figure 19 it is seen that the pressure falls-”tiery sharply
as a fun,ction of the clearance. In view of this fact it

is clear that the mean value of the clearance must be deter-
mined with considerable accuracy. The required accuracy

was obtained by measuring the clearance with a special
measuring apparatus at 8 to 10 places of the casing.

Finally, we wish to point out that the dynamic pres-
sure head of the fan was computed for all operating con-
ditions from the mean velocity of flow at the fan outlet

cam = Q/F. The effect of the expected axial velocity dis-

tribution on the value of the dynamic pressure head of the
fan was not tak,en into account since there was no opportunity
to conduct tests on the velocity field behind the-fan.

4. General Observations on the Agreement between

the Computed and Test Results

On figures 39 to 65* comparison curves are given of
the computed and test characteristics of all the fans coil-
sidered.** For each of”these fans there are also given
curves of axial velocity distribution for various operating
conditions and the complete test characteristics with the
test points. The importance of taking into account the
axial velocity distribution is seen in figure 66 which
gives the characteristics of fan 2 drawn to take into
account the axial distribution and the characteristics
drawn on the assumption of constant axial velocity.

We shall first consider, from a general point of view,
the agreement of the pressure and power curves and then
proceed to the question of the agreement of the computed
with test results on rotating the blades about their axes
or removing some of the blades. We shall make only one
preliminary remark with regard to the limits of the com-
puted interval, which as is seen from the comparison curves,
is not very large. In the range of large volume discharges
the computed characteristic extends bsyond the limits of the
test characteristic. This is explained by the fact that in
this range the test characteristic is discontinued where the
static fan pressure ,becomes zero (see figs. 41, 44, etc.):
whereas the computed characteristic is drawn also for

*A1l curves were drawn for normal conditions, t~at is referred
tO Yair = 1.2 kg/m3, 760 mm Hg, 20° C and 50 percent humidity.
**In the value of the computed power no a,ccount was taken of
the power expended by the rotation of the fan hub since this

.’ ~ower is very small as seen in table II.

.>
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negative stratic pressures since we may assume small values

for the rotational flow velocity Cu for which the corre-
spoilding total pressure and power are near zero. The limit
of the computed characteristic in the region of small volume
discharge is determined by the start of flow separation
(cavitation) from the blade. The impossibility of computiilg
the characteristic when separation occurs is due to the fact
t!ln+ton account of tile discontinuation of any further in-

crcasc in the pressure at the bl~.de elements it is not pos-
sible to obtain the pressure distribution required by the
1~,fl rcu = constant.

lTrom an examin.~,tion of the computed and test character-
istics the following genernl conclusion may be dravn. The
agreement between the characteristics for the fans with
sm,~+ll rel~+tive circul~tions may be considered as fully sat-
isfactory- ?.s regards the pressures; the agreement of the
power curves is somewaht less favorable. Xith regard to the
trend of the latter curves the following f:~ct may be pointecl
out. It is known that the powsr of an axial fan may be con-
sidcrsd approximately constant. In this connection n point
of view has beeil wiclely hsld thnt the deflection in the power
curve apjocs.ring in the test cho,racteristics is explained by
ti~s inaccuracy of the experiment. Our computed power curves
show that this is not so ond that. the deflection in the
power curve confor,ms with the fr.cts.

On figures 66 and 67 -.re given the characteristics of
the fan with rotata”ole bl~des for three different blade
r.n<les. It is seen from the curves that the computed char~.c-
teristics e.gree sufficiently well with the test characteristics
for this case.* This confirms the fnct that there is no fun-
damental difference in the performance of ~xit~l fans when
operating at different blade. ~,ilgles. A more detailed exe.min-
~~tioil of the comparison curves silows

1. That the deviation between ths co’oputed and. test
characteristics increas~s somewhat with increase in volume
discharge

.2. That the drop iil the fan characteristics occurs
sozewnat earlier than is expected from the computation.

The explanation of the first fact is that no account was
taken of the change iil the dynamic pressure resulting from
the redistribution of the axial velocities, The second fact,

.
*There is again o’oscrvcd an entirely satisfactory agreement
in the pressure curves and a somewhat less -f~,vorable agreerneat
in t!le power curves.
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as far as may be judged, is due to the interference effect
and th-e conditions of operation of the cascade in a rotational
flow. We have already pointed out that this effect is not
taken into account either in the usual computation of the
axial fan or in o’ur method~ The question of taking this
effect into account is closely associated. with the possibility
of applying the fundamental aerodynamic profile characteristics
as obtained for the isolated wing to the computation of the
axial fan. It is clear that the application of the character-
istics without introducing any correction coefficients to the
computation of a cascade will result in a divergence between
the computed and test, r&suZts. In other words it may be
foreseen that the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil
operating as a fan blade differs from the characteristics of
the airfoil as an isolated wing. Consideration of the com-
parison curves givss a basis for the supposition that this
difference iilcreases as the rotation of the flow incraases.
To the smaller volume flows there correspond, in fact, larger
values of the rotational velocity Cu and hence also of the
circulation. At the smaller discharges, near the deflection
in the fan characteristic as we nave already pointed out,
there is observed a greater deviation between the computed
and test characteristics than in the remaining parts.

Figures 68 and 69 show conlputed and test characteristics
illustrating the performance of the axial fan with some of its
blades removed. The twelve blade fan which was used as an
example in section IV was taken as a basis for the computation.
Besides the tests at the full number of blades tests were also
conducted for the case of the removal of six and nine blades,
that is, with six and three blades. A comparison of the com-
puted and test curves clearly brings out the effect of blade
interference. Figure 70 shows computed and test curves of the
percent total pressure developed by one blade as a function of
the numbar of blades. The strong interference effect is clearly
brought out.

It is clear therefore that the introduction into the com-
putation of correction coefficients that take into account the
blade interference effect is absolutely necessary. A detailed
consideration of the problem of blade interference exceeds,
however, the limits of our present investigation and the theory
at present is far from perfected. In section 6 we shall, very
briefly, present one of the methods of taking this factor into
account.
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5. Construction of Preliminary Characteristics

We have already pointed out that in a number of
en~ineering computations, for example, in selecting a. fen
or making ,a first rough approximation of its performance,
it is desirable to know not only its rated performance but
also, at least roughly, the general shape of its character-
istics.

Let us not? the most important poiilts that determine
the shape of the preliminary characteristic. These, in
addition to the point of computed performance, are

1. The point &f maximum pressure corresponding to
zero discharge

2* The point at which there is a straight drop in
the characteristic with no further rise in pressure

3. The point at which thers is o.g,ain z rise in
pressure. It is evide;:tly Z.lSO nscessary to know the slo-pe
of the characteristic at the point where it may be considered
a straight line. As regards the first of the above-mentioned
points statistical computations on the basis of test data show
th~.t the maximum pressure may be considered approximately twice
the rztecl pressure. The second point at which there is a
strai~ht drop in the fan chr.racteristic, may be found from the
blade tip elemeiit in the same manner as in constructing ‘the
fully computed characteristic. The difference being that in
constructing the latter we correct the v~~lue Of the disch,ar$te
at Whibh there is -no further increase in the pressure; W,hereas,

in the case of the preliminary characteristic the value of the
discharge at which there is a straight drop in the pressure is
determined by the slope of the characteristic, about which more
will be said later.

Setting down the formulns

“(Cu u
Cu

z- )
H= ‘ka cas

‘Kapm’” ‘
Cos B G“
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and choosing values of... . Cu and ~ at the maximum value of

Xa until the values of g become equal we’find the required
. value of H. Since for preliminary computations it is ad-

vantageous to underestimate the value of the pressure we
recommend introducing in the formula a correction coefficient
Kk that takes into’ account the blade interftirence effect.*

a cas
This coefficient is a factor by which it is necessary to
multiply the pressure coefficient IIa for t~z isolated
blade in order to obtain the value of the pressure coeffi-
cient for a given cascade and value of flow rotation. The
coefficient may be selscted with the aid of figure 74. To
obtain the third of the above-mentioned points; namely, the
point at which the pressure again starts to rise, is a little
more difficult. An examination of thz experimental data at
our disposal shows that the value bf the pressure for this
point is equal to or somewhat exceeds (by iO to 20 percent)
the value of the pressure for the point of start of straight
pressure drop. We are unable, at the present time, to give
an accurate. criterion as to w~ien the pressure curve is hori-
zontal and when it rises somewhqt in the interval under con-
sideration. For this reason tho preliminary characteristic
at the deflection region may ‘De taken arbitrarily within the
limits considered.

A consideration of the experimental data shows further-
more that the part of the characteristic from point 3 to
the point of maximum pressure may be considered parallel to
the portion of the characteristic on which the point of rated
performance lies. The determination of the slope of this
part will be considered. Taking this into account we gjve
the following simple method of determining the end points of
the deflection interval of the preliminary characteristic
(fig. 72)0 Through the point of zero discharge we draw a
line of the same slope as the initial plrt of the curve. We
mark on this curve a the value of the pressure 20 percent
higher than the value of the pressure found for the point 2.
The point thus found determines the second boundary of this
interval of the fan characteristic.

We consider, finally, how to determine the slope of
the preliminary characteristic at the portion where it may
be considered straight. The slope is known if we have the
value of the ,maximum discharge or more accurately, the disw
charge for zero total pressure. This. discharge may be deter-

1-

*For the method by which this coefficient is obtained see
see; 6. ,
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r,ined from the curv’e’ sl~owu in figure 73* where the ratio

Qc/(Qmax - Qc) is laid off asca function of the circulation.

All the magnit-u~es entering this ratio are nond~mensional:
q = H/pu2 ,and Qmax and Q. are the discharges obtained by

dividing the actual discharges Qmax and Qc by ‘R llk” It

is readily seer. that the ratio Qc/(Iyax - Ec) actually gives
the inclination of tile ilondirnensional characteristic to the
volurLe axis.

We now resume the order of the steps in constructing
the characteristics. There is first laid off the rate~
point. Then from the relative computed circula~ion
there is determined the value of the ratio ~c/Qmax - <c

from figure 73; we find Qmax from the known Vc and Qc,

-plot the point of maximum discharge and draw straight line
connecting with the rated point; The straight line is
prolonged a certain distance beyond the rated point in order
to find point 2. ‘jie find by the method given above the value
of the pressure at point 3 and mark this point on the straight
line. We’mark the point of pressure at zero ‘discharge and then
by the above method we draw the deflection interval in the fan
characteristic and prolong the latter until it meets the Q
axis.

Having ‘plotted the total pressure characteristic, we
obtain in the case where it is required the curve of static
pressures by deductin< the dynamic pressure. The latter,
as is known, may he determined by the f’ormu.la

‘dyn Ca2111
‘P—

2
(117)

where the velocity cam = Qsec/~ is equal to the given
dischar~e dividei by tl~e ~-,}eijt’a’rea;

We shall no-~~na.ke scme observations with regard to the
shape of the power curve. In constructing the ioreliminary
characteristic it is convenient to take the rated computed
power as u~lity. Then

1. At the point at which the static pressure .is zero
the powm N = 0:8”.NC.- 0:95 Nc ‘-”

‘kY-hscurve given on this figure was constructed on the b:~sis
,oi’an analysis of the test characteristic slopes of five fans.
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2. At the point corresponding to half the rated
dischar-g’e -the power attaiii% a value equal to 0.85 NC -
0.95 NC*.

3. I?inally at the point of zero discharge the power
is somewhat larger than the rated, being of the order 1.15 Nc-
1.30 I?c.

We may note that large fluctuations in the power corre-
spond evidently to high pressure fans.

The pressure and power curves determine the efficiency

curve. We remark only that the efficiency curve is generally
level without any deflections.

We conclude our remarks on the construction of the pre-
liminary characteristics and proceed to the problem of
mutual blade interference. Again we point out that the pre-

liminary characteristic can be used only for very approximate
orienting computations. The error in usinfl these character-
istics may, in certain cases, amount to 20 to 30 percent so
that the regularly computed characteristics must be used
where greater accuracy is required.

6. Blade Interference I!ffect

We have pointed out that the aerodynamic characteristics
of an airfoil operating as a fan blade element differs from
the characteristics of the same airfoil when operating as an
isolated airfoil. The problem thus arises of determining the
airfoil characteristics from the fan characteristics. If it
were possible to do this, then by computing the other fans by
the new characteristics we would obtain considerably better
agreement with experiment.

The problem of obtaining the profile characteristics from
the fan characteristics may be approached in the following
manner. We divide, as previously, the fan into a number of
elements. It is possible to determine the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of the profile section for such an element if we know
the pressure developed by the element and the power required.
The fundamental difficulty in finding these magnitudes is that
we do, not know the axial velocity distribution ,along the radius
and hence -also the magnitude and direction of the relative
velocity without which the power ~,nd pressure cannot be found.
This fundamental difficulty may, however, be resolved in the
following manner. It may be assumed that the character of the

1= —
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axial velocity distribution will actually %e the same for
the coxresp.ending values of the rotational velocity Cu
as in constructing the computed characteristics. Thus the
actual distribution of the axial velocities at various
operating conditions may be found if the corresponding

. value .0$ cu is known. Since we assume that the law
rcu P constant holds true also in these computations the
value of cu may be found from the experimental power with

..the aid of the relati’on

N= p Qcuu (118)

wheilce

..
N

cu=— (119)
p Qu. ,

or

“75’ X 3600 X NCu = (120)
P Qhr u

where N is in horse~o~ler anti Qhr in cubic meters p-?r

hour.

From the discharge ‘Q corresponding to a given Cu
the meari axial velocity may be determined

cam ..Q
p

(121)

Assuming that the mqan velocity Ca will actually be
for a cert(y.in mean fan rE.dius rm as in the computed curve
of axi<al velocity distribution we may find the value of the
axial velocity zt other r~dii, assuming, as we have already
pointed out, that the relation between the axial velocities
at the given radius and at the mean radius is the same as
for the computed characteristic at a given cu.

Thus before proceeding to determine t!le individual
points of the prof’ile characteristics ,we cpnstruct oa the
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basis of the above considerations the curve of axial velocity
distribution. With the axial velocity known and taking into
account the law rcu = constant and the value of the rotational
velocity cu for any element the angle ~ of an element is

determined and since the blade angle is kilown the angle of
attack can also be found.

The pressure head H which for the given operating con-
ditions can be determined from the test characteristics gives
also, as we have aready seen, the pressure of the blade tip
element. !l!hepressure for the other elements may be found
from the relation

H ‘H
el tip el

+P*.P<
~ (122)

on the basis of considerations analogous to those previously
adduced in constructing the curve of pressure along the fan
blade.

If the pressure is known, the relation

(u-?)2bi

H=Kap

COS2 B 2Trr

(123)

enables us to obtain Ka, that is, we thus obtain a point of

the required profile characteristic from the fan character-
istics.

In a similar manner there may be obtained from the fan
characteristics the value of the coefficient Ku. It is,

here, necessary to remember that if the swept area is divided
into ring elements of equal area unequal air volumes flow
through these areas Ori account of the inequality of the axial
velocities. For this reason the power expended in rotating
these elements will not be the same but is distributed in
proportion to the volume flow. Since the latter may be
found for each ring from, the curve of axial velocity distrib-
ution there is no difficulty in determiningthe power expended
by each element.
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Knowing the power Nel required by each eleme-nt the

formula

c

‘el =Kup ~bAru

COS2 @

(124)

enabl~s us to find the value of Ku.

The ratios K
a~har/Kaprof ‘nd ‘u~har/Kuprof ‘efine

correction coefficients by which it is necessary to multiply

the values Ka and 11,1 taken from the characteristics of the

isol,~ted airfoil in order to obtain the values of the corre-
s-pending coefficients for the blades of the cascade.

Ye have alrsady pointed out that the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of the airfoil operating as a blade element, the
coefficients Ifa and Ku depend on two factors; namely, on

the “olades spacing and the degree of rotation of the flow

through the cascade. The blade spacin~ is defined by the
ratio of the blads width at a given elementto the distance

between the blades: .

bi
Y= L=————

2Trr 21Tr
.

i

(125)

The degree cf flow rotation is naturally characterized
by t!le relative circulation

F==
2UR

Tigure 74 shovs ‘the curves of correction coefficient ‘kacas

to the pressure coefficients which” were “obtained from the
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preliminary computations for two fans. V
m-bkl+%r-+~ r-e-u “~~9~~-
We considered it possible for these preliminary computations
to assume these correction coefficients $ independent of the
angle p and angle of attack. It is evident that this is
possible only as a first approximation as is also indicated
by the considerable scatter of the points. The thin con-
tinuous curves on the figure ~ere obtained by interpolation
between the round values of r.

It should be noted that the results obtained require
considerably greater accuracy. We consider, however, that
introduction of these correction coefficients into the
computation approaches more nearly the true conditions than
taking account of the interference effect by computiilg the
fan for a higher pressure.

On figure 75 are shown our preliminary results with
regard to the effect of the cascade spacing and degree of
flow rotation on the profile efficiency. This effect, as
shown by the curve, is very small.

The correction coefficient
‘ka cas

is introduced into

the formula for the deterr,lination of the blade width b.

Since, k,owever, the coefficient dspends on an initially un-
known value of b it is necessary to have recourse ta the
method of successive approximations . For speeding the work
it is recommsaded to assume outright a value of

‘ka oas
at a somewhat higher value of b than given by the approxi-
mation.

COKCLUS1ON

Although the method developed by 71s for the computation
of an axial fan is approximate it nevertheless providss re-
sults of defiilite practical value. The method permits con-
structing the comFuted characteristics for the” operating blade
angle aild number of blades as vellas ti”hcdifferent blade angle
and with some blades removed. The volume of air delivered by
the fan is determined from the characteristics vith an accuracy
sufficient for nea,rly all fans. The only exceptions are fanS
with relatively large circulation. In thins case too, however,
the method can he made more accurate by making use of the
correction coefficient ‘ka cas discussed in section VI,
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section VI,6. The Use of this coefficient for drawing the
computed characteristics only slightly complicates these
computations. Since the magnitude bi/2rrr is already
computed it i_s merely necessary to add three additional
columns for r, Kkacos and . kqprof in the computation

sheet, ,The rest of the computation procedure remains the
s~.me.

$1s coilsider brisfly, in concluding, three problems
whose solution is of immediate practical importance in
tn; ~erodynamic computation of an axial fan. These are,
first of all, the problem of the %lc,de interference effect

and the closelj~ associated problem of the effect of the
de:~ree of rotation of the flow. Both of these pl;c)blernS

should be so”lved by the two “complementary methods ; namely,
by analysis of the performance cff’”tne fan by the blade
eleqent theory and by direct experimental in~~estigation of
the performance of the blade cascade in a flow with rotation.
The latter method is rendered difficult by the necessity of

constructing special complicated a~lparatus.
first,

AS .rsgards the
furt:her success Is -possible only iv’ith a further per-

fecting of the theory.

One of the fundamental probloems awaiting solution is
that of constructing the comyuted fan characteristics for
operatioi~ of the fan under various entry conclitions. All
the Coliclusions of our present paper refer to a fan provided
with a smoot:h collector assuring axial entry of the flow
.as required by the theoretical considerations. Preliminary
investigations conducted by CAHI show that the effect of the
entiz-y conditions is very marked. There is a sharp -drop in
the efficiency on account of the fall in pres:ure head al-
though there is a relatively small. ch,~ilg-~
(of the ord~r

in volume flow
of 5 to 10 percent).

Further investigations are also required on the problem
of the effect of the clearance. The correction coefficient,
with the aid Qf ‘Irhich ue took account of th’e effect of
clearance, is a mean v(alue o’otaineti OR the basis of a large
number of tests. The scatter of the curves shown in figure
18, from which t::is mean value was 03tained, is relatively
large, however, and for clearances of .1to 2 percent attains

the values of 5 to 7 percent. In connection with this it may
be stated that a more detailed study of the effe’ct of clear-

‘ante as a function of a number of factors, primarily, the
circulation about the blades, would considerably reduce the
possible error in the ‘construction of the computed che.racter-
istics. What was said refers especially to the value of the
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computed power since in the value of the latter we intro-
duced no correction coefficients that take the clearance
into account, Tests have shown, however, p2rticu12rly for
high-pressure fans, that the power does not remain con-
st~,nt but drops with increase in the clearance.

In the present paper the method of coi~structing the
computed characteristics is given only for a, small range
of the latter representing operation of the blade elements
at ilormal angles of attack. The develoioment of a computation
method for operating conditions outside this range is of
great theoretical as well as practical value. An understand-
ing of the mechanism of the fan performance for these con-
ditions will make it possible to find new ways for improving
the performance of the fan as a whole and permit solving the
problem of the relation between axial and. centrifugal fails
and tlhe possibility of passing continuously from the first
type to the second. The la,tter possibility promises very
irnpoi-tant practical applications. The above-mentioned
theoretical and applied inv~stigations should be confirmed
by i.lvsstigations of the flow structure, primarily, by sur-
veying the velocity and pressure fisld zhead of and behind
the fan. FUrther i.lvesti~~~tiolls along the lilleS mentioned
will be u.ndertakea by CAEIm

Translr,tian by S. RGiss,
National Advisory Committee
far Aeronautics.

APpENDIX

The appendix gives the original ~.cr~d;-n~mic airfoil
characteristics (Cx and C. curves for infinit~ span)

.JI{ po,~r coefficients, the fan
the

curves of the prdssllr~
blnde cfficicilcy K~/K

%,
,airf~il ~fficicncy f,yr th~ three

fundamental fnn airf’ol

1. English prcpcller scctisn with v~-ri~us m.~dificatioils ,
differing in the r~lativs thicknass

3. Symmetric profile section,
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131v1510n I Fon compdotionw,+h and of

CAHI
object

pressure coeffmc,ent K.
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D;v;sion I I
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4
3

1,236
1,07

24,7

18,55

21,8
16,35

~ = PQcccuh (89) I qhr%=;,~%
7il q= N . 27(JuO0
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DivisionI object

CAttl
!

h?odej Center 0+ R reo

object: Computu+/on of characteris+lcs
.sCok area

o-f ton no 5’b,

D= 0,6 R= 0,3

dhu~=0.3 b~u~= o. I5 }
rlq. 338-34

r. =0,212

Reqime :
T e u % nprof :;–

Cu H
n. u--—2 P

1 0,300 0,09 210 37,7 5 0,925 2,5 35,2 19,9
0,300 0,09 21” 37,7 4

12”20’
0,946 2 35,7 16,55 15°30’

1{; 0,300 0,09 2,1. 37,7 3 0,9:34 1,5 36,2 12,4 18°
lV 0,300 0,09 21c 37,-7 2 0,905 1 36,7 8,13 211°20’

I

F?erjsme
‘?r.f Cu c%

no.

‘1 F ‘ u i ‘u

u— y H
T A,

P

I 0,234~ 0,13 27 29,2 6,4 0,946 3,2 26 19,35 17”30’
0,234 0,13 27 29,2 ~,1~ 0,!)552,56 26,64 16 21“30’

J (),231 0,13 27 29,2 3,85 0,937 1,93 27,27 12 25°
:V ~J,234 0,13 27 29,2 2,565 0,912 1,28 27,92 8 27”30’

I

r r-

0,176 0,16
0.176, 0,16

0,16
0,16

0;178
0,176

e u r?u l)prOf $- %u——
2

37”30’ 22*’I

T

8,52 0)96 4,26 17,84
37030’ 22,1 6,82 0,96 3,41 18,69
Z70:W 22,1 5,12 0,94 256 19,51
37°30’ 22’1 3,41 0,885 1,71 20,39

T,‘CO, b—,TDKCl~J,.wCUrUe S F,g 38
ZD a

u = —iio—
~tl~ = Ossumd

17,8
15
11,5
7.5

CUR.R
c“ = (80)

T

29°30’
34°.
37”
ho”

q ~rof = Ftiomcurves t., Eno[,)k +~~pr. +1/es

p=e–a (95,
a= qlven , Ka = from .ur.e5
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Mode!

Pro Ject No

P

“m -w ‘Pp’a’us ~

,, — “ t93—

tl” ‘c m—t———l

—

Hu.ldl+y_ %

A= PI—c1..:Cospl+’](+)b““3%H:t
8°40’ 0,557 0,977 35.9 1290
5°30’

0,071
0,429

0,2265 19,9
0,963 37,1 1375

0,218 7,6’

3°00‘
0,071

0,307 0,951 38
0,2265 16,4

144b
0,277 9,9

0°40’
0,071

0,193
0,226b 12,2

0,937 39,1 lb30 0,071
0,324 11,7

0,226b 8,19 0,37 13,6

a

9°30’
5“30’
yoo~
0“30’

a

8“00’
3°30’
0°30’

—2°30’

I ~_~u

()
%2

K. u— biCosp 2 2 b —
2%’cr H~

I

tg p c.— _
Cosp Cosp- a

0,663 0,954 27,3 74b
0,505 0,93 28,6b 820
0,34 0,906 30,1!b 902
0,21 0,887 31,4b 990

0,078 0,318b 19,3 0,31b\ 8,9
0,078 0,318b 16,1 0,393 10.5
0,078 0,3185 12 0,465 12,7
0,078 0,3185 8,1 0,52 14,41

%

– (–)
e~

a

K.
u——

Cosp 2
U—T

cos B Cosp

0.b9 0,87 20,5 421
0,41b 0,829 22,5 b08
O,z~b 0,798 24,b 600
0,15 0,766 26,6 705

c“= (U-+w (7’) “

bi
b —2ZT H=

a

0,107 0,58 17,7
0,107 0,58 lb
0,107 0,58 11,7
0,107 0;58 7,5

0.666
0,674
0,753
0,839

S=3AU

s.100;=
R—TQ =2% (71)

=HK%=2% “ .0,81
Ftq18

c“

10,1
12,(
14,:
17,(

RhuK T = 150MS
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Djvis;on ~ object

CAHI

Model Cen+ero+ 1%r.=a

Ob~ect. Obtain cornpu+ecl charoterls+, cs
SC(2 I e. o r-e-cl

of fon rio.5b,

Computation o+ cllscharqe, pressure and efflc’lency.

-

i

hd> Reqlm~
nos no

I

H

II

II

1[

II

II

II

II

0,1635

0,1875

0,209

0,227

0,245

o,~63

0,277

0,Q93

Ca
:Iq !&I

12,9”

1~,1

11,4

10,9

10,4

10

9,7

9,5

F

0,0265

o,o~65

0,0265

0,0265

0,0265

0,0265

(),o~(35

0,0265

2,334 I

CaF

0,:342

0,321

0,302

0,289

0,276

0,255

0,257

0,252

Rcyme
no.

III

III

111

111

HI

HI

111

111

1 I
I

Reql me ] @ m3/sec [ Q ayh.

.I” ~ ‘u
1

1 1,820 I 6 550 37,7 5

11 2,304 8 300 37,7 14

111 2,768 9 960 ‘ 37,7 3

IV 3,174 11 420 37,7 2

rm

rlnq

0,1635

0,1875

0,209

0,227

0,245

0,263

0)277

0,293

%
=,q 61

15,3

14,2

13,5

12,9

12,5

12,2

12

11,8

F Ca F

0,0265

0,0265

i,0265

o,~265

0,0265

0,0265

0,0265

0,0265

0,405

0,376

0,358

0,342

0,332

0,324

0,318

0,313

2,768

I I I

o,56 ~ 19,9 ; 16,1 0,696 ~

I i 133 :0,666 I 16,4 , , 0,721
I

0,511 , 12,3 ~ 9,15 0,718
I

0,39. I 8,19 ~ 6j64 0,72 \
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I Model

I Pr. Jet+ No

P~m

to ‘c

Hum,d,+y

I

Y. -

A=
—

Correc

Before

ms

flf+er

— II 193—

I

I

F?ecjtme
t-lo.

. —

?-q,me
no

—

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

%
F,q 61

rcp I c=F c= F Ca F
ring

t
F,9 61

10,5

9,7

9,0

8,5

8,1

7’,8

7,6

7,5

0,1635

0,187%

0,209

0,227

0,246

0,263

0,277

0,203

Iv

IV

Iv

IV

Iv

Iv

IV

0,1635

0,1875

0,209

0,227

o,~45

0,263

0,277

0,293

17,7

16,4

16,36

14,7

14,2

14

13,8

13,6

0,0265

0,0265

0,026%

0,0266

0,0265

0,0265

0,0265

0,0265

0,47

0,435

0,406

0,39

0,376

0,371

0,36’6

0.360

0,0266

0,0266

13,0~6fj

0,0266

0,0266

0,0265-

0,0266

0,0266

0,278

0,257

0,2385

0,2256

0,215

0,207

0,2015

0,199

1,820

-.

I 3,174II

P Qsecu CM
N= 75 (89)

R—.

Q=~ Qrtnq (104)

ran
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Figure 3.. Approximate
picture of

lines of flow in blade
cascade.

.

Figs. 1,3,4

Figure l.- Blade elemmt.

A

/B/ ./’

D

4.- Circulation about blade
of cascade.
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(a)r=R. *

l=!%.
&. &/

izaR
(b) r = 0.955 R.

(o))r = 0.857 R.

rsia!c”

isa.

(cl) r = 0.748 R.

Ccl,Cu

A=
(e) r = 0.662 R. “

@zIi:
Figure 2.- Velocity veotor diagram for

blade caecade of axial fan.
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Figure 5.- Forco components in
peripheral and axial

directions.

Figs. 5,6,7,8,9

i
I

I

I’iguro6.- Dircction of lift of
Blade of cascade.

I
l+’i=~re 7.- %.Azrodyaamic forc~s arl lng l?igura8.- Determination of

at blade clement in presence pressure and power
of friction. cocfficicmts & and Ku,

.6

.5

.4 gure 9.- curves

G of

●3
Cssurc coeffi+
ents for English
opcller section

.2 th relat~vc
ic~kncss8 = 0.1.

.1

0

a,deg
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●

.

.
Ku

.

.

Figure 10.-

Ka

Ku

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

a, d~g

Curves of power coeff’ici~nts for %lglish propeller section
with relative thic.~less 6 = 0.1.

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
5 0 5 10 15

. a, deg

Figure 11.- Ourves of ratio &/~ for English propeller section with
relative thickness IS= 0.1.
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‘1!M

II
Ka II GY

‘1
‘1

NI ,

I’igure 12.-

element.

1042 Figs. 12,13,14,15,16

Effect of friction on
performance of blade

I

Figure 14.-

1

Vortex systcm of
axial fan.

Figure 13.- Deriv~tion of the law of
velocity distribution of

rotational flow behind tha fan: rcu =
const. -—-

3igurc 15.-

prescnce of

I I I I ~1

Vortex line springing
from the fan blade in
clearanc~.

I’iguro16.- Ap-~roximate
picture of

pressure distribution along
the axial fan blade.

r I

~ 300 2MI
I t 1 I 1

200 150 100 50 0
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Luu’””f

,-

100

, ~
u

J—rm’n= E‘--
*
c
~ 50

&

x-

Figure 17.- Clcaranco bctwce~
wheel and casing

of axial fan. o 5_ 10 15
S, pcrccnt

~ib~e 18.- Curvc of pressure head against

J rulative clearance in percent.
The pressure is expressed in percent
pressure S = ‘q.

1
,

*
G
;5
~ Figure 19.- Curves of

a pressure head
against clearance forE“
various fans.

3, percmt

Figure 20.- Curve of
profile

efficiency for English
propeller section with
R?&8ti&IV13thickness
s = 0.1.

0 5 10 15
a, deg
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Ip-oIrl
100 1

80

60

40

20

.4 .6 .8 1.0

e
.00

80

60

40

20

0 100 200 300

Figs. 21,22

.x

.1

.08

.06

● 04

.02

0

Figure 21.-
r,”mm

Geometric pa’re.metersof fan No. 4: 6 - blade angle, b -
blade width; ~ - relative thic.aess.

..

20

Ca

10

0 100 200 zoo
rimRl

Figure 22,- Axial velocity distribution for fan ITo. 4.
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lox 1

S?? 5

,0

0 5 loxlo~

iction loss at

..—

1

0 .1 .2 ,3 ,4 .5 .6 .7 .8

r
Figure 24.- Auxiliary curves for dividing swspt disk area into equal

area rings.
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Figure 25.- Sketch of fan

I

—,.-

—

no. 1, 5 = 1.3 percent.

/ Figure 26.- Blade drawing of fan no. 1.

.

i——--- ... . ... .. ...— . .. ...——-
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Figure 27.- Sketch of fan no. 2, ZII=1.5 percent.

I
I

I
I

I

-3+

/
Figure 28.- Blade drawing of fan no. 2.



rigs. 29,30

I

Figure 29.- Sketch of fan no. 3, E = 1 percent.

Section through U
w

~igure 30.- Blade drawing

.

of fan no. 3a*

.. .... .
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%~o 33,34,35

IYigure 33.. Sket& of f-
@ /-- no. 5a. 3 = 2 percan

‘e
1 I

=k=d--f-
i &?

“HYtlimw”””“K & L“M!%A-=
kw

w?igure 34.- Blade drati~ of fm no. b.

.%.

Figure 35.. .Geometric parameters of fan no. 1. @/n-_ blade qlg,
b - blade width, ~ - blade thl~eos.
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Figure 36.-
Geometric
parameters
of fan no. 2,

Memorandum No. 1042 Figs. 36,37638

4

igure 37.-
eometric
arameters
f fan
o. 3a.

Figure 38.-
Geometric
parameters
of fan no. 5a.

1, —
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0 5(W(7
Qm~hr

Figure 39.- Comparison of computed and test characteristics
of fan no. 1, 3 = 1.3 percent.

test characteristics,-––––computed characteristic.

.

l’igure40.- Axial velocity distribution of fan no. 1.
,-

__— —. .
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.

Figs. 41.42

m
n =/7# r,q-? /Y P
I I 1

I / ‘ $= n.

I 2’
+

/0

5

Figure 41.- Test characteristicsof fan no. 1.

Figure 42.- Comparison of computed and test chnracteri~tics
of fan no. 2, 3 = 1.5 percent.

test cbaracterifatics,------ computed characteristics.

.
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Figure 43.- Axial velocity distribution for fan no. 2.

,Q*oouJd--uJ
o mm

Figure 44.. Test characteristicsof fan no. 2.

&
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Q

Figure 45.. Comparison of computed and test characteristics
of fan no. 3a, e s 19r 20$, ES 1 percent.

cou,puted’characteristics.=:.–_ test characteristics.

Figure 46.- Axial velocity distribution for fan no. 3a.

!,,
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Figure

Figure 4

hnical Memorandw No.1O42
3

47.- Test characteristics of fan no. 3a, (3G

w “40

?5 q9

‘fzmzmr
, I 1 r

P 1
n .7/.

:7Gi.- Test characteristics of fan no. 3a, (3~
check test.

‘US. 4’?,478

19° 20].

19° 2C)10

......--— —----- . . .———— —. -—
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—

o ZZ7L7 loom ,@H J/*r

Figure 4t$.- Comparison of computed and test characteristics
of fan no. 3b, Q = 160 591, ~ S 1 percent.

computed characteristics,–-––-test characteristics.

m Iwo 227 r-

Fi~e 49.- ~ial velocity distribution for fan no. 3b.

.
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Figure 50,- Test characteristics of fan no. 3b, Els 16° 50

Figure 51.- Comparison of computed an$ test characteristics
of fan noe.3c, e s 14° 05

—computed characteristics,-——.---–test characteristics.
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lmm-H+H H-t--H
I I I 1: I I I I I I I I I I I I

I
@o m m r .

Fig~e 52.- Axial velocity distribution for fan no. 3c.

Figure 53.- Test characteristics_offan no. 3c, b a 14° 05’”
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-

l?igure53a.- Test characteristics of fan no. 3c, 13s 14° 05’,
check test.

Figure 54.-

test

Comparison of compui-&Zand test characteristics
of fan no. 4, ; s 1.16 percent.
characteristics,------computed characterifatics.
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G

20

.fo

Figure 55.- Axial velocity distribution of fan no. 4.

Figure 56.- Test characteristicsof fan no. 4.
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Figure 57.. Comparison of computed and test characteristics
of f811no. 5a: i S 12, 3 S 2 percent.

— test characteristics,-––--computed characteristics.

Figure 58.- Axial velocity.distribution for fan no. 5a.

“.r

I —
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Figure 59.. Test characteristics of fan no. 5.

Figure 60.- Comparison of Eomputed and test characteristics
Of fan no. 5b: i S 6, E =2 ~rcent.

–—test characteristics,---–-coquted characteristics.
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-.

Figure 61.- Axial velocity distribution of fan no. 5b.

I’igure62.- Test characteristics of fan no. 5b, i

.

= 6.

_—. —
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Figure 63.-

— test

●

Comparison of computed and test characteristics
of fan no. 5c, i Z 3, E Z 2 percent.
characteristics,----- computed characteristics.

Figure 64.. Axial velocity “distributionof fan no. 5c.
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NACA Technical Memorandum No.1O42 Figs. 65,66

Figure 65.- Test characteristics of fan no.5c.

P
Figure 66.. Deviations of characteristicsof fan ‘ni.2

constructed: (1) with account taken of re-
distribution of axial velocities and (2) with axial
velocities along radius aesumed constant.

characteristicsfor first case
‘----- Characteristicsfor second case
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Figure 67.- Comparison of computed and test characteristics
for rotation of blades of fan no. 3.

computed curve.———- ——— — } experimental curve

\

‘r, rw Iv ,-+”’ I I I

q3 / -: N 1\ I w 1 I I 1

I I

Figure 68.- Comparison of computed and experimental power
curves of fan no. 3 for rotation of blades of

fan no. 3.
computed curve

----- - test curve
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Figure 69.- Comparison of computed and experimental pressure
curves of fan no. 5 for rated and smaller number

of bladee.
test curve, -–– –––computed curve.

+--

Figure 70.- Comparison of computed and experimentalpower
curves of fan no. 5 for rated and smaller

number of blades.
test curve, –––––computed curve.

—
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Figure 72.- Method of

construction 2Hcomp
of preliminary pressure
characteristic.

1.0

&

.5

0 .05 .1

Figs. 71,72,73

Figure 71.- Pressure de-
veloped per

blade as a function of
the number of blades.

Figure 73.- Determination of the
S1OPC of the prelim-

inary fam charactortistic.

1?
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.-

‘ka Cos

. .

Figs. 74,75

1.0

}

.5 }

o .5 1.0 1.5
bi

Fan

Fan

N4

5a

2vr

Figure 74.- Curve of correction K= taking into account the blade inter-
ference effect; ~a cos = KaKkaO

K
‘pr

1.0

.5

0

Figure 75.- Cu-rve of correction coefficient that takes into account the
change of the profile efficiency due to blade interference

effectO
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Figure 77.- Lift coefficientscurves for English
propeller_sectionswith various

relativethicknesses6.

Figure 78.- Drag coefficientcurves for English%
propeller sectionswith various ‘+

relativethickness.
‘tj = 0.08, ~ =o.12,—-- ~ = &16”j
‘-b = 0.10,------6 = 0.14,

I
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Figure 79.. Pressure coefficients for English
propeller section with relative

thickness ~ S 0.1)8.

Figure 80.- Power coefficient curves for English
propeller section with relative

thickness ~ = 0.08.
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Figure 81.- Curves of.&/Ku for Engl:sh propeller section
with relative thickness 6 = 0.08.

-qPdll=

Figure 82.- Curves of profile efficiency for-English propeller
section with relative thickness b s 0.98.

9
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Figure 83.-.Pressure coefficient curves for English propeller
section with relative thic”mess 6 s O.OJ.

0)I

Figure 84.- Power coefficient curves for EngJish propeller
section with relative thickness 8 s 0.1.

.
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lil~lll I I I
I I I ,

i
I

1 1 1 f
!-

!

(0 I -!p=35

H

t

5“ 0 e /0” 15” do

Figure 85.- Curves of I&/Ku for_English propeller section with
relative thicbess 5 - 0.1.

Figure 86.- Curves of profile efficiency for-English propeller
section with relative thickness 6 s 0.1.

—
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Figure 87.- Pressure coefficient curves for English propeller
section with relative thickness 6 = 0.12.

1 1 Q3

I I 1 / “XK 2 1 *-.-.FI

Figure 88.- Power coefficient curves for Eng:ish propeller
section with relative thickness 6 = 0.12.
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-3” 0 5“ f%’” d

Figure 89.- Curves of Ka/Ku for Engl$sh propeller section
with relative thickness 6 = 0.12.

s“ Q 5“ ffl’ Oc

Figure 90.- Curves of profile efficiency for-Englishpropeller
section with relative thickness 6 s O.IA?.
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- 5“ 0“ 5- +00 a’

Figure 91.. Pressure coefficient curves for English
propeller section with relative

thickness 3 s 0.14.

I 1 1
/,

EEl+EEH
I I

l!l .111111 I
-s= O* 5“ 7v - e

Figure 92.- Power coefficient curves for English propeller
section with relative thickness ~ z 0.14.

...

i
1,
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Figure 93.- Curves of ~/Ku for Engl~sh propeller section
with relative thictiess 6 s 0.14.

Figure 94.- Curves of profile efficiency for English
propeller section with relative

thickness ~ s 0.14.

—
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0

Figure 95.- Pressure coefficient curves for English
propeller section with relative

thickness 6 s 0.16.

Figure 96.. Power coefficient curves for English
propeller section with relative

thickness ~ = 0.16.
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Figure 9‘7.- Curves of &/& Engl~sh propeller section
with relative thickness 6 = 0.16.

7Prd 1.

Figure 98.- Ourves of profile efficiency for English
propeller section with relative

thickness 6 = 0.16.

— —
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Figure 99.. Construction of curved metal blade no. 1.

R’igure100.= Lift coefficient curve for curved
metal fan blade.

I
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0

Figure 101.- Drag coefficient curve for curved
metal fan blade.

Figure 102.- Pressure coefficient curves for
curved metal fan blade no. 1.
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Technical Memorandum No.1O42 rig8. 103,”104

Figure 103.. Power.coefficientcurves for
curved metal fan blade no. 1.

Figure 104.. Curves of ~/Ku for -tal blade no. 10
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NACA Techni,cal Memorandum No.1042 Figs. 105,106

l’i&e 105.- Curves of profile efficiency for
curved metal blade no. 1.

Figure 106.. Construction of synmetric profile.
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NACA Technical Memorandum No. 1042 Figs. 107,108

Figure 107.- Lift coefficient curve for symmetric
profile.
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Figure 108.. Drag coefficient curve for Epetric
profile.
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NACA Technical Memorandum No.1O42 Figs. 109,110
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Figure 10~.- Pressure coefficient curves for
symmetric profile.
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Figure llO.- Power coefficient curves for
symmetric profile.
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Figure 111.- Curves or Ka/~ for s~etric Profile~
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Figure 112.-

profile.
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